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Previous embedding methods for attributed networks aim at learning low-dimensional vector representations
only for nodes but not for both nodes and attributes, resulting in the fact that node embeddings cannot be
directly used to recover the correlations between nodes and attributes. However, capturing such correlations
by embeddings is of great importance for many real-world applications, such as attribute inference and user
profiling. Moreover, in real-world scenarios, many attributed networks evolve over time, with their nodes,
links and attributes changing from time to time. In this paper, we study the problem of jointly learning
low-dimensional representations of both nodes and attributes for static and dynamic attributed networks. To
address this problem, we propose a Co-embedding model for Static Attributed Networks (denoted by CSAN),
which jointly learns low-dimensional representations of both attributes and nodes in the same semantic space
such that their affinities can be effectively captured and measured, and a Co-embedding model for Dynamic
Attributed Network (denoted by CDAN) to dynamically track low-dimensional representations of nodes and
attributes over time. To obtain effective embeddings, both our co-embedding models, CSAN and CDAN, embed
each node and attribute with means and variances of Gaussian distributions via variational auto-encoders. Our
CDAN model formulates the dynamic changes of a dynamic attributed network by aggregating perturbation
features from the nodes’ local neighborhoods as well as attributes’ associations such that the evolving patterns
of the given network can be tracked. Experimental results on real-world networks demonstrate that our
proposed embedding models outperform state-of-the-art non-dynamic and dynamic embedding models.
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INTRODUCTION

Network embedding techniques that learn low-dimensional vector representations of nodes in
a network have been increasingly attracting attention in recent years. Performances of various
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<latexit sha1_base64="ASrza0MTsoewLmgGxX/ZhaiKHvc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0laQU9S8OKxoq2FNpTNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P2jpOFcMWi0WsOgHVKLjEluFGYCdRSKNA4GMwvpn5j0+oNI/lg5kk6Ed0KHnIGTVWuqf9er9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5mv/zVG8QsjVAaJqjWXc9NjJ9RZTgTOC31Uo0JZWM6xK6lkkao/Wx+6pScWWVAwljZkobM1d8TGY20nkSB7YyoGellbyb+53VTE175GZdJalCyxaIwFcTEZPY3GXCFzIiJJZQpbm8lbEQVZcamU7IheMsvr5J2rerVq7W7i0rjOo+jCCdwCufgwSU04Baa0AIGQ3iGV3hzhPPivDsfi9aCk88cwx84nz/ruY2L</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="C695VfSacuEdndXTIMQDFPkQFaY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0laQU9S8OKxoq2FNpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxIpDLrut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHbROnmvEWi2WsOwE1XArFWyhQ8k6iOY0CyR+D8c3Mf3zi2ohYPeAk4X5Eh0qEglG00r3q1/vlilt15yCrxMtJBXI0++Wv3iBmacQVMkmN6Xpugn5GNQom+bTUSw1PKBvTIe9aqmjEjZ/NT52SM6sMSBhrWwrJXP09kdHImEkU2M6I4sgsezPxP6+bYnjlZ0IlKXLFFovCVBKMyexvMhCaM5QTSyjTwt5K2IhqytCmU7IheMsvr5J2rerVq7W7i0rjOo+jCCdwCufgwSU04Baa0AIGQ3iGV3hzpPPivDsfi9aCk88cwx84nz//h42Y</latexit>

n4

n4

a4

<latexit sha1_base64="li/zqpw+WVTVbOza3nvbfh9xBGQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kkkt6EkKXjxWtB/QhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dtbWNza3tgs7xd29/YPD0tFxy8SpZrzJYhnrTkANl0LxJgqUvJNoTqNA8nYwvp357SeujYjVI04S7kd0qEQoGEUrPah+rV8quxV3DrJKvJyUIUejX/rqDWKWRlwhk9SYrucm6GdUo2CST4u91PCEsjEd8q6likbc+Nn81Ck5t8qAhLG2pZDM1d8TGY2MmUSB7YwojsyyNxP/87ophtd+JlSSIldssShMJcGYzP4mA6E5QzmxhDIt7K2EjaimDG06RRuCt/zyKmlVK95lpXpfK9dv8jgKcApncAEeXEEd7qABTWAwhGd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaF1z8pkT+APn8wcBGo2Z</latexit>

a4

<latexit sha1_base64="li/zqpw+WVTVbOza3nvbfh9xBGQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kkkt6EkKXjxWtB/QhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dtbWNza3tgs7xd29/YPD0tFxy8SpZrzJYhnrTkANl0LxJgqUvJNoTqNA8nYwvp357SeujYjVI04S7kd0qEQoGEUrPah+rV8quxV3DrJKvJyUIUejX/rqDWKWRlwhk9SYrucm6GdUo2CST4u91PCEsjEd8q6likbc+Nn81Ck5t8qAhLG2pZDM1d8TGY2MmUSB7YwojsyyNxP/87ophtd+JlSSIldssShMJcGYzP4mA6E5QzmxhDIt7K2EjaimDG06RRuCt/zyKmlVK95lpXpfK9dv8jgKcApncAEeXEEd7qABTWAwhGd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaF1z8pkT+APn8wcBGo2Z</latexit>

n4

<latexit sha1_base64="OwSCDeLeO9LJkKPN8oIukYEjiOk=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kkkt6EkKXjxWtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777aytb2xubRd2irt7+weHpaPjlo5TxbDJYhGrTkA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GtzO//YRK81g+mkmCfkSHkoecUWOlB9qv9Utlt+LOQVaJl5My5Gj0S1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB02Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsm5VQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14bWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6RRuCt/zyKmlVK95lpXpfK9dv8jgKcApncAEeXEEd7qABTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaF1z8pkT+APn8wftPY2M</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="OwSCDeLeO9LJkKPN8oIukYEjiOk=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kkkt6EkKXjxWtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777aytb2xubRd2irt7+weHpaPjlo5TxbDJYhGrTkA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GtzO//YRK81g+mkmCfkSHkoecUWOlB9qv9Utlt+LOQVaJl5My5Gj0S1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB02Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsm5VQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14bWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6RRuCt/zyKmlVK95lpXpfK9dv8jgKcApncAEeXEEd7qABTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaF1z8pkT+APn8wftPY2M</latexit>

a4

<latexit sha1_base64="li/zqpw+WVTVbOza3nvbfh9xBGQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kkkt6EkKXjxWtB/QhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dtbWNza3tgs7xd29/YPD0tFxy8SpZrzJYhnrTkANl0LxJgqUvJNoTqNA8nYwvp357SeujYjVI04S7kd0qEQoGEUrPah+rV8quxV3DrJKvJyUIUejX/rqDWKWRlwhk9SYrucm6GdUo2CST4u91PCEsjEd8q6likbc+Nn81Ck5t8qAhLG2pZDM1d8TGY2MmUSB7YwojsyyNxP/87ophtd+JlSSIldssShMJcGYzP4mA6E5QzmxhDIt7K2EjaimDG06RRuCt/zyKmlVK95lpXpfK9dv8jgKcApncAEeXEEd7qABTWAwhGd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaF1z8pkT+APn8wcBGo2Z</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="OwSCDeLeO9LJkKPN8oIukYEjiOk=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kkkt6EkKXjxWtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777aytb2xubRd2irt7+weHpaPjlo5TxbDJYhGrTkA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GtzO//YRK81g+mkmCfkSHkoecUWOlB9qv9Utlt+LOQVaJl5My5Gj0S1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB02Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsm5VQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14bWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6RRuCt/zyKmlVK95lpXpfK9dv8jgKcApncAEeXEEd7qABTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaF1z8pkT+APn8wftPY2M</latexit>

Node
Add link

A!ribute

Remove link

Add a!ribute

Remove a!ribute

(a) A toy dynamic attributed network
x2

x2

x2

<latexit sha1_base64="0EguufNuW4Zp5hqvxmdon8HIKJk=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV9CQFLx4r2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbsQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dlZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sFhU8epYthgsYhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQIbAWjm6nfekSleSwfzDhBP6IDyUPOqLHS/VOv2iuV3Yo7A1kmXk7KkKPeK311+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT42dUGc4ETordVGNC2YgOsGOppBFqP5udOiGnVumTMFa2pCEz9fdERiOtx1FgOyNqhnrRm4r/eZ3UhFd+xmWSGpRsvihMBTExmf5N+lwhM2JsCWWK21sJG1JFmbHpFG0I3uLLy6RZrXjnlerdRbl2ncdRgGM4gTPw4BJqcAt1aACDATzDK7w5wnlx3p2PeeuKk88cwR84nz8NTo2h</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="0EguufNuW4Zp5hqvxmdon8HIKJk=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV9CQFLx4r2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbsQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dlZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sFhU8epYthgsYhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQIbAWjm6nfekSleSwfzDhBP6IDyUPOqLHS/VOv2iuV3Yo7A1kmXk7KkKPeK311+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT42dUGc4ETordVGNC2YgOsGOppBFqP5udOiGnVumTMFa2pCEz9fdERiOtx1FgOyNqhnrRm4r/eZ3UhFd+xmWSGpRsvihMBTExmf5N+lwhM2JsCWWK21sJG1JFmbHpFG0I3uLLy6RZrXjnlerdRbl2ncdRgGM4gTPw4BJqcAt1aACDATzDK7w5wnlx3p2PeeuKk88cwR84nz8NTo2h</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="0EguufNuW4Zp5hqvxmdon8HIKJk=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV9CQFLx4r2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbsQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dlZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sFhU8epYthgsYhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQIbAWjm6nfekSleSwfzDhBP6IDyUPOqLHS/VOv2iuV3Yo7A1kmXk7KkKPeK311+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT42dUGc4ETordVGNC2YgOsGOppBFqP5udOiGnVumTMFa2pCEz9fdERiOtx1FgOyNqhnrRm4r/eZ3UhFd+xmWSGpRsvihMBTExmf5N+lwhM2JsCWWK21sJG1JFmbHpFG0I3uLLy6RZrXjnlerdRbl2ncdRgGM4gTPw4BJqcAt1aACDATzDK7w5wnlx3p2PeeuKk88cwR84nz8NTo2h</latexit>

n1

n1

n1

<latexit sha1_base64="AFVFkqkGviM8BmSLgHYNu0jreGA=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoCcpePFY0X5AG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0J/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlolTzXiTxTLWnYAaLoXiTRQoeSfRnEaB5O1gfDvz209cGxGrR5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWelB9r1+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qDWKWRlwhk9SYrucm6GdUo2CST0u91PCEsjEd8q6likbc+Nn81Ck5s8qAhLG2pZDM1d8TGY2MmUSB7YwojsyyNxP/87ophtd+JlSSIldssShMJcGYzP4mA6E5QzmxhDIt7K2EjaimDG06JRuCt/zyKmnVqt5FtXZ/Wanf5HEU4QRO4Rw8uII63EEDmsBgCM/wCm+OdF6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wf8f42W</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="AFVFkqkGviM8BmSLgHYNu0jreGA=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoCcpePFY0X5AG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0J/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlolTzXiTxTLWnYAaLoXiTRQoeSfRnEaB5O1gfDvz209cGxGrR5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWelB9r1+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qDWKWRlwhk9SYrucm6GdUo2CST0u91PCEsjEd8q6likbc+Nn81Ck5s8qAhLG2pZDM1d8TGY2MmUSB7YwojsyyNxP/87ophtd+JlSSIldssShMJcGYzP4mA6E5QzmxhDIt7K2EjaimDG06JRuCt/zyKmnVqt5FtXZ/Wanf5HEU4QRO4Rw8uII63EEDmsBgCM/wCm+OdF6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wf8f42W</latexit>

a1

<latexit sha1_base64="AFVFkqkGviM8BmSLgHYNu0jreGA=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoCcpePFY0X5AG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0J/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlolTzXiTxTLWnYAaLoXiTRQoeSfRnEaB5O1gfDvz209cGxGrR5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWelB9r1+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qDWKWRlwhk9SYrucm6GdUo2CST0u91PCEsjEd8q6likbc+Nn81Ck5s8qAhLG2pZDM1d8TGY2MmUSB7YwojsyyNxP/87ophtd+JlSSIldssShMJcGYzP4mA6E5QzmxhDIt7K2EjaimDG06JRuCt/zyKmnVqt5FtXZ/Wanf5HEU4QRO4Rw8uII63EEDmsBgCM/wCm+OdF6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wf8f42W</latexit>

n2

a2

<latexit sha1_base64="kjuIGruemiLdjKOXrsCVtd5VlWk=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoCcpePFY0X5AG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0J/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlolTzXiTxTLWnYAaLoXiTRQoeSfRnEaB5O1gfDvz209cGxGrR5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWelD9Wr9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG8QsjbhCJqkxXc9N0M+oRsEkn5Z6qeEJZWM65F1LFY248bP5qVNyZpUBCWNtSyGZq78nMhoZM4kC2xlRHJllbyb+53VTDK/9TKgkRa7YYlGYSoIxmf1NBkJzhnJiCWVa2FsJG1FNGdp0SjYEb/nlVdKqVb2Lau3+slK/yeMowgmcwjl4cAV1uIMGNIHBEJ7hFd4c6bw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w/+A42X</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="eXFwo8rgAFSKDJjQ8cZq2C+gqKI=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoCcpePFY0X5AG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0J/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2Mb2d++wmV5rF8NJME/YgOJQ85o8ZKD7Tv9csVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14bWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmnVqt5FtXZ/Wanf5HEU4QRO4Rw8uII63EEDmsBgCM/wCm+OcF6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wfosY2J</latexit>

n2

n2

<latexit sha1_base64="jh4GpWumRv6u1JO/QxmFddKj2XQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoCcpePFY0X5AG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0J/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlolTzXiTxTLWnYAaLoXiTRQoeSfRnEaB5O1gfDvz209cGxGrR5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWeqD9Wr9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG8QsjbhCJqkxXc9N0M+oRsEkn5Z6qeEJZWM65F1LFY248bP5qVNyZpUBCWNtSyGZq78nMhoZM4kC2xlRHJllbyb+53VTDK/9TKgkRa7YYlGYSoIxmf1NBkJzhnJiCWVa2FsJG1FNGdp0SjYEb/nlVdKqVb2Lau3+slK/yeMowgmcwjl4cAV1uIMGNIHBEJ7hFd4c6bw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w/qNY2K</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="kjuIGruemiLdjKOXrsCVtd5VlWk=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoCcpePFY0X5AG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0J/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlolTzXiTxTLWnYAaLoXiTRQoeSfRnEaB5O1gfDvz209cGxGrR5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWelD9Wr9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG8QsjbhCJqkxXc9N0M+oRsEkn5Z6qeEJZWM65F1LFY248bP5qVNyZpUBCWNtSyGZq78nMhoZM4kC2xlRHJllbyb+53VTDK/9TKgkRa7YYlGYSoIxmf1NBkJzhnJiCWVa2FsJG1FNGdp0SjYEb/nlVdKqVb2Lau3+slK/yeMowgmcwjl4cAV1uIMGNIHBEJ7hFd4c6bw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w/+A42X</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="kjuIGruemiLdjKOXrsCVtd5VlWk=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoCcpePFY0X5AG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0J/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlolTzXiTxTLWnYAaLoXiTRQoeSfRnEaB5O1gfDvz209cGxGrR5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWelD9Wr9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG8QsjbhCJqkxXc9N0M+oRsEkn5Z6qeEJZWM65F1LFY248bP5qVNyZpUBCWNtSyGZq78nMhoZM4kC2xlRHJllbyb+53VTDK/9TKgkRa7YYlGYSoIxmf1NBkJzhnJiCWVa2FsJG1FNGdp0SjYEb/nlVdKqVb2Lau3+slK/yeMowgmcwjl4cAV1uIMGNIHBEJ7hFd4c6bw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w/+A42X</latexit>

n3

a4 a3 a2
<latexit sha1_base64="jh4GpWumRv6u1JO/QxmFddKj2XQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoCcpePFY0X5AG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0J/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlolTzXiTxTLWnYAaLoXiTRQoeSfRnEaB5O1gfDvz209cGxGrR5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWeqD9Wr9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG8QsjbhCJqkxXc9N0M+oRsEkn5Z6qeEJZWM65F1LFY248bP5qVNyZpUBCWNtSyGZq78nMhoZM4kC2xlRHJllbyb+53VTDK/9TKgkRa7YYlGYSoIxmf1NBkJzhnJiCWVa2FsJG1FNGdp0SjYEb/nlVdKqVb2Lau3+slK/yeMowgmcwjl4cAV1uIMGNIHBEJ7hFd4c6bw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w/qNY2K</latexit>

n3

<latexit sha1_base64="C695VfSacuEdndXTIMQDFPkQFaY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0laQU9S8OKxoq2FNpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxIpDLrut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHbROnmvEWi2WsOwE1XArFWyhQ8k6iOY0CyR+D8c3Mf3zi2ohYPeAk4X5Eh0qEglG00r3q1/vlilt15yCrxMtJBXI0++Wv3iBmacQVMkmN6Xpugn5GNQom+bTUSw1PKBvTIe9aqmjEjZ/NT52SM6sMSBhrWwrJXP09kdHImEkU2M6I4sgsezPxP6+bYnjlZ0IlKXLFFovCVBKMyexvMhCaM5QTSyjTwt5K2IhqytCmU7IheMsvr5J2rerVq7W7i0rjOo+jCCdwCufgwSU04Baa0AIGQ3iGV3hzpPPivDsfi9aCk88cwx84nz//h42Y</latexit>

n3
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(c) Node and attribute embeddings (d) Node and attribute embeddings
at time t 1
at time t 2

Fig. 1. Given a toy dynamic attributed network with 4 nodes and 4 attributes (see (a)), existing methods map
the network into the embeddings space of nodes only (see (b)). Our proposed CSAN model maps the network
into an embedding space with both nodes and attributes (see (c)). The learned representation encodes the
correlations between nodes and attributes so it can be directly recovered by standard distance functions (e.g.
dot product). Our proposed CDAN learns dynamic embeddings for each time step while the evolving trends
can be captured from the observed network changes (time step t 1 and t 2 ) so it can predict links and attributes
for the future (time step t 3 ).

network-based applications, such as node classification [42, 47], node clustering [3], community
detection [14, 53], and link prediction [30], have been shown to be significantly improved via
utilizing embeddings of nodes inferred by these network embedding techniques.
Attributed networks constituting one category of the most important networks are ubiquitous
in a myriad of important domains, ranging from social media networks to academic networks,
where rich attributes, e.g., ages of the users and journals/conferences the authors published at, that
describe the properties of the nodes are available. A number of algorithms of embedding attributed
networks have been proposed to learn low-dimensional vector representations of nodes via the
leverage of the structure and/or the attributes information of the networks [15, 18, 18, 28, 31, 55]. By
doing so, node embeddings of attributed networks can be effectively obtained, while the structure
and/or the attribute information of the networks can be embedded into these vector representations,
which in turn help to enhance the performance of many down-stream applications [15, 18, 27, 33].
However, these existing embedding methods focus on mapping an attributed network into
representation vectors (i.e. embeddings) for nodes only but not for both nodes and attributes,
resulting in the fact that node embeddings cannot be directly used to recover the correlations (or
affinities) between nodes and attributes. However, recovering such correlations between nodes and
attributes by embeddings is of great importance to the success of many tasks, where the relationships
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between nodes and attributes need to be directly quantitatively measured, such as connecting users
and keywords in user profiling [32], annotating users with tags in attribute inference [13, 56] and
characterizing experts by topics in expert finding [20]. Moreover, a vast majority of existing methods
only focus on embedding problems for static networks, ignoring the fact that some real-world
networks such as social networks and biological networks are typically dynamic, where the edges
and nodes’ attributes are evolving over time. Encoding a dynamic network by the embeddings of
different points in time, however, is crucial to understand mechanisms for how the networks evolve
over time and to make good predictions for the future. In this paper, we refer those networks with
both network structure and node attributes changing over time as dynamic attributed networks.
To illustrate these disadvantages of the existing methods, we provide a toy dynamic attributed
network with three snapshots in Fig. 1. One can represent this toy attributed network by node
embeddings based on an existing embedding method (e.g. GCN [28]), as shown in Fig. 1(b).
Although the network structure and the attribute information can be easily embedded into these
node embeddings, it is still nontrivial to recover the correlations between nodes and attributes
by these node embeddings. In contrast, when embedding both nodes and attributes in a same
embedding space, as shown in Fig. 1(c) and Fig. 1(d), we can directly recover the correlations
between nodes and attributes by the distance function (e.g. dot product) of these two types of
embeddings. In addition, as the toy network changes over time, we can see that the positions of
nodes and attributes change in the embedding space (Fig. 1(c) and Fig. 1(d)). How to learn dynamic
embedding capturing the evolving trend from the observed network changes (time step t 1 and t 1 )
to predict links and attributes for the future (time step t 3 ), remains unsolved.
To alleviate the aforementioned problems, we introduce two models – one for static attributed
networks, the Co-embedding model for Static Attributed Networks, abbreviated as CSAN, which
aims to learn low-dimensional vector representations of both attributes and nodes for a static
attributed network in the same semantic space such that their affinities can be effectively captured
and measured, and another for dynamic attributed networks, the Co-embedding model for Dynamic
Attributed Networks, abbreviated as CDAN, which aims to learn low-dimensional vector representations of both attributes and nodes for a dynamic attributed network dynamically such that the
evolving patterns of the given network can be tracked. To effectively infer the embeddings of both
nodes and attributes in an attributed network, we use the variational auto-encoder to infer the
embeddings of both nodes and attributes and represent them by means of Gaussian distributions,
with the corresponding variances measuring the uncertainty of the inferred embeddings. Unlike
previous network embedding models that only represent nodes, both our co-embedding models
obtain embeddings of both nodes and attributes in a unified manner, and our CDAN model is able
to track low-dimensional representations of nodes and attributes over time. Specifically, our CSAN
model encodes a static attributed network into Gaussian embeddings of both nodes and attributes by
the variational auto-encoder so that the affinities between nodes and attributes and the uncertainty
of the embeddings can be effectively preserved. Our CDAN model further formulates the dynamic
changes of a dynamic attributed network by the first-order and higher-order perturbations between
two consecutive time steps of original dynamic network. Consequently, the dynamics of nodes,
edges and attributes in the network can be effectively captured by the embeddings of nodes and
attributes.
The node and attribute embeddings obtained in a unified manner in our models can benefit
not only node-oriented network problems (e.g., node classification and link prediction), but also
attribute-oriented problems (e.g., predicting the values of attributes of nodes). More importantly,
the common semantic embedding space provides a simple but effective solution to the user profiling problem, as the relevance of users (nodes) and keywords (attributes) can be directly measured,
e.g., by cosine similarity, or a dot product. By utilizing the embedding results of our CDAN model,
ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2020.
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we are able to, for instance, reconstruct the network topology and predict the attributes of the
nodes in the future.
To verify the effectiveness of our proposed models, we conduct experiments on several real-world
network datasets and aim to seek answers to the following core research question: Can our CSAN
and CDAN models obtain more informative and better quality representations than the previous
network embedding models? Our experimental results demonstrate that CSAN and CDAN yield
excellent performances in attribute inference and user profiling tasks, which the previous network
embedding models cannot deal with, while they also show high competitive performances in link
prediction and node classification tasks compared with both the state-of-the-art network embedding
models and dynamic network embedding models.
Our contributions in this paper can be summarized as follows:

(1) We propose two novel network representation learning models to jointly learn the lowdimensional representations of both nodes and attributes for static and dynamic attributed
networks, respectively. Instead of training a distinct embedding vector for each node, our
models return the embedding vectors of both nodes and attributes in the same semantic
space, such that the affinities between nodes and attributes can be effectively measured.
(2) To learn effective embeddings of both nodes and attributes in attributed networks, we
propose a customized variational auto-encoder in our models, which consists of an inference
model, aiming at encoding features of nodes and attributes into Gaussian distributions, and a
generative model, which reconstructs both real and binary weighted edges and attributes.
With the nature property of Gaussian embeddings obtained by the encoder, our models
innately capture the uncertainty of representations.
(3) We model the dynamic changes of a dynamic attributed network between two time steps
through aggregation functions that learn to aggregate changes propagated from the lowerorder perturbation of the nodes’ local neighborhoods as well as attributes’ associations.
(4) We conduct extensive experiments on ten real-world static and dynamic attributed networks
to verify the effectiveness of our proposed models by addressing four graph mining tasks, i.e.,
node classification, link prediction, attribute inference and user/expert profiling. Experimental
results show that our models are able to learn informative and high-quality representations
and significantly outperform the state-of-the-art methods.

This paper is a substantially extended version of our previous paper [37], where we proposed a
static model for co-embedding attributed networks. The main extension of this paper are twofold.
First, we propose a new model for embedding dynamic attributed networks by aggregating perturbation features from nodes’ and attributes’ local neighbourhoods and associations such that the
evolving patterns of the given network can be tracked. Second, we conducted more experiments to
demonstrate the advances of both the static model proposed in our previous paper [37] and the dynamic model proposed in this extension, reported and analyzed the experimental results with more
refined tables and figures. For learning representation of attributed network in a semi-supervised
environment, please refer to [38].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In § 2 we briefly review the related work.
§ 3 introduces the notations, provides the preliminary of variational auto-encoders, and formally
defines the problems to be addressed. § 4 and § 5 present the details of our proposed models, CSAN
and CDAN, respectively. § 6 describes the experimental setup. § 7 presents the experimental results
and analysis. Finally, we conclude the paper in § 8.
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RELATED WORK

Our work relates to the topic of network embedding that learns distributed representation for
various networks, to handle which many different approaches have been proposed. Existing methods
for network embedding can be classified into three categories based on the characteristics of the realworld networks, namely, the plain network embedding methods, the attributed network embedding
methods and the dynamic network embedding methods. In this section we briefly review the related
literature in these three domains.
2.1

Plain Network Embedding

Early works of network embedding [3, 14, 42, 47, 51] mainly focus on plain networks, in which only
the topological structure information (i.e. only nodes and edges) can be utilized as input for learning
latent representations. These methods try to represent a plain network with a lower dimension space
where the proximities between nodes and the local or global geometry structure of the network
can be preserved. For instance, approaches such as DeepWalk [42] and LINE [47] are the classical
exploration pioneers of network embedding, inspired by word embedding [39]. These methods
generate paths or edges as training context based on random walks or edge sampling methods, and
then feed them into the Skip-Gram model to unsupervisedly learn node representations, where
the negative sampling trick [39] can be used to enhance the efficiency. A lot of following works
(e.g. node2vec [14] and PTE [46]) are extended from them, and some theoretical work have proved
that these models can be implicitly approximated by matrix factorization [43]. However, these
methods only use some shallow layer neural networks to train the Skip-Gram model, which cannot
capture the highly non-linear network structure. To deal with this issue, Wang et al. [51] proposed a
structural deep network embedding method to capture the highly non-linear network structure and
preserve the global and local structure of the network. Wang et al. [53] integrated the community
structure of network into result embeddings to preserve both of the microscopic and community
structures. However, based on the limited input information from a plain network, these methods
can only encode a network by preserving three kinds of observations, i.e., the first proximity
represented by edges between nodes, the second proximity shared neighbourhood structures of the
nodes, and community patterns observed in networks, while they ignored the fact that attributes
of nodes can also provide useful information for encoding nodes as vectors.
2.2

Attributed Network Embedding

Attributed networks are ubiquitous in many real-world networks, such as social networks and
scientific collaboration networks, to handle which a lot of recent works [15, 18, 28, 31, 55] have been
proposed for embedding attributed networks, where not only the topological structure information
but also auxiliary information, e.g., the attribute/content information of nodes, are taken into
account for embedding. The rich available of auxiliary information of attributed network makes the
embedding methods more promising to achieve better representations by taking a full advantage
of both the topological structure and node attributes of the attributed networks [15, 18, 28, 52].
For instance, the TADW model [55] is an attributed network embedding model that incorporates
DeepWalk and associated text features into the matrix factorization framework. Huang et al. [18]
employed the graph Laplacian technique to learn the joint embedding from the topological structure
and attributes. Zhang et al. [57] and Gao and Huang [11] proposed customized deep neural network
architectures, called ANRL and DANE, respectively, to learn node embeddings while capturing the
underlying high non-linearity in both the topological structure and attributes. Other approaches
obtain embeddings for non-plain networks with other auxiliary information, such as labels [19],
text contents [55] and edge types [41], in addition to node attributes. All experimental results of
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these papers showed that combining different types of auxiliary information, rather than using
only the topological features, can provide different insights for the embedding of nodes, and help
capture rich patterns in many real-world networks.
Borrowing the concept of a convolution filter for the signal processing, Kipf and Welling [28]
proposed a graph convolutional neural network model (GCN) for attributed networks by devising
a specialized graph convolution operation over nodes and their neighbours. GCN properly interoperates attributed feature of nodes by the neighbourhood aggregation procedure, and it also can be
easily applied to the semi-supervised learning tasks [38]. Many of other approaches broadly follow
the graph convolution operation (or the “neighbourhood aggregation” scheme), and have been
shown their effectivenesses [5, 15, 54]. For instance, Hamilton et al. [15] proposed the GraphSAGE
model that learns node representations by sampling and aggregating features from a node’s local
neighbourhood. To adapt to local neighbourhood properties and tasks, Xu et al. [54] explored
the jumping knowledge networks architecture that flexibly leverages different neighbourhood
for each node ranges to obtain better structure-aware representation. A variational auto-encoder
architectural neural network extension of GCN also can be found in [27], which is referred to as
the Variational Graph Auto-Encoder (GAE). Our work in this paper follows the framework of GAE,
but our proposed models further extended it to the co-embedding situation that affinities between
nodes and attributes need to be captured, and the dynamic situation such that the evolving patterns
of the given network need be tracked.
Recently, few approaches embedded nodes by distributions (e.g. Gaussian distribution) and
captured the uncertainty of the embeddings [2, 6, 17]. Inspired by previous work of learning
Gaussian word embeddings [50], He et al. [17] proposed a knowledge graph embedding model
that represents each entity/relation of knowledge graphs as a Gaussian distribution. Dos Santos
et al. [6] studied heterogeneous graphs for node classification using Gaussian embeddings. In terms
of embedding for attributed networks, Bojchevski and Günnemann [2] embedded each node as
a Gaussian distribution according to the energy-based loss of personalized ranking formulation.
We tackle the attributed network embedding problem by modeling both nodes and attributes as
Gaussian distributions, which permit the measuring of the uncertainty of both embeddings by the
variances of the distributions.
2.3

Dynamic Network Embedding

Capturing dynamic changes by embeddings of entities for many real time-evolving datasets has
recently attracted increasing attention. Kim et al. [22] and Hamilton et al. [16] modelled semantic
changes of words by splitting the data into separate time bins and training the model by some
word embedding models, such as word2vec [39]. Esteban et al. [9] proposed multi-way neural
network architecture for modelling the temporal evolution of knowledge graphs and the evolution of
associated events and signals. Trivedi et al. [49] proposed the Know-Evolve model to learn dynamic
knowledge graph embeddings by modelling the occurrence of a fact (edge) as a multivariate point
process whose intensity function is modulated by the score for that fact computed based on the
learned entity embeddings. Modelling temporal information by embeddings of real datasets have
shown to be beneficial for a number of temporal applications, such as dynamic user profiling [32, 49]
and temporal summarization [35, 36].
In order to deal with dynamic networks, a lot of dynamic network embedding approaches have
been proposed. For instance, Zhu et al. [59] proposed a temporal latent space model for dynamic
networks to model the temporal link probability of node pairs for the link prediction task. Zhou
et al. [58] presented a model to track the evolution patterns of triads for plain networks by their
so-called triadic closure process. Li et al. [31] built an online model based on an offline model to
maintain the freshness of embedding on nodes and attributes by leveraging matrix perturbation
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theory. Du et al. [8] modified the Skip-gram framework to enable it to learn embeddings for
dynamic plain networks. But it is still nontrivial to extend their dynamic Skip-gram framework
to the dynamic attributed networks and the co-embedding situation. Zuo et al. [60] proposed
a temporal network embedding model based on Hawkes process that takes the full historical
neighborhood formation process into account.
However, node embeddings obtained by previous work cannot be directly used to reconstruct (or
recover) associations between nodes and attributes. They may need to further train another model
to recover such associations, while in our model, with the learned embeddings of both nodes and
attributes, we can directly recover the correlations between nodes and attributes by dot product of
these two types of embeddings. In this paper, we also tackle the problem of embedding dynamic
attributed networks by dynamically modeling both nodes and attributes as Gaussian distributions,
which consequently allows to measure the uncertainty of both embeddings by the variances of the
distributions.
3

PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we introduce the notations used across the whole paper, review the traditional
variational auto-encoders and formally define the research problem.
3.1

Notations

In this paper, scalars are denoted by normal letters (e.g., the total number of nodes in the network
is denoted by a normal alphabet, N ), while sets are denoted by calligraphy typeface letters (e.g.,
the set of nodes in the network: V). Matrices are denoted by boldface uppercase letters (e.g., an
adjacency matrix A serving for the network). The ith row of a matrix, e.g., A, is denoted with a
subscript, e.g., Ai . Vectors are represented by boldface lowercase letters or uppercase letters with a
subscript (e.g., a or Ai ). A vector with a subscript represents a scalar element of that vector (e.g.,
ai or Ai j ). The transpose of a matrix, e.g. A, is represented by AT .
Definition 1. Attributed Network (AN). Let V and A be a set of nodes and attributes, respectively, in a graph/network. An attributed network is an undirected graph G = (V, A, A, X) with
N = |V | nodes and F = |A| attributes, where A ∈ RN ×N and X ∈ RN ×F are the adjacency matrix
and the attribute matrix of nodes to collect all the edges (node-to-node connections) and attribute
associations (node-to-attribute associations), with Ai and Xi being the i-th row vectors of A and X,
respectively.
Let G (t ) = (V, A, A(t ) , X(t ) ), be an undirected attributed network at time t, then the Dynamic
Attributed Network can be defined as follows.
Definition 2. Dynamic Attributed Network (DAN). A dynamic attributed network G ∗ is represented as a sequence of attributed networks, i.e. G ∗ = (G (1) , G (2) , ..., G (T ) ), recording the dynamic
changes of edges and node attributes by each G (t ) with the time steps t evolving from 1 to T , where T
is the number of time stamps.
We note that our dynamic attributed networks are conceptualized as discrete time series of
networks on fixed sets of nodes V and attributes A, which is the same as the previous work [30,
31, 60]. For a node i, Ai(t ) and Xi(t ) can be regarded as its features; therefore, we use Fn(t ) =
con(A(t ) , X(t ) ) to represent the input features of all nodes with Fni(t ) being the features of node
i, where con(·) is the concatenate function. Similarly, we use Fa (t ) = XT (t ) to represent the input
features of all the attributes with Faa(t ) being the features of attribute a, where XT (t ) is the transpose
of X(t ) . Tab. 1 summarizes the main notations used all thorough this paper.
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Table 1. Main notations used across the whole paper.

3.2

Symbol

Description

G
G∗
V
A
En
Ea
Eno
Eao
N = |V |
F = |A|
D
A ∈ RN ×N
X ∈ RN ×F
Zn ∈ RN ×D
Za ∈ RF ×D
Fn ∈ RN ×(N +F )
Fa ∈ RF ×N

an attributed network
an dynamic attributed network
set of nodes
set of attributes
set of edges
set of node-attribute associations
set of the observed edges
set of the observed node-attribute associations
number of nodes
number of attributes
dimension of latent variables
adjacency matrix of nodes
attribute matrix for nodes
latent representation matrix for all the nodes
latent representation matrix for all the attributes
input features of all the nodes
input features of all the attributes

Variational Auto-encoders

Variational Auto-Encoders (VAEs) are expressive latent variable models that can be used to learn
complex probability representations from training data. A basic VAE model [25, 26, 45] comprises
two computational neural networks: an inference model fϕ (·) that acts as an encoder network
mapping the given observations into latent variables, and a generative model дθ (·) that acts as
a decoder network performing the reverse mapping from latent variables to each observed data
point.
Specifically, the objective of VAE is to optimize a recognition model that allows to learn useful
representations from an efficient approximate posterior inference of the latent variable given an
observed data, while the expected reconstruction error can be reduced. The learning process is
to minimize the following Evidence Lower BOund (ELBO) [1], L ELBO (θ, ϕ; X), on the marginal
likelihood of the observed variables X [26]:
log p(X) ≥ Eqϕ [pθ (X | Z)] − D K L (qϕ (Z | X) ∥ pθ (Z))
≜ L ELBO (θ, ϕ; X),

(1)

where Z denotes the latent representation vectors of the corresponding input entities X, and D K L (· ∥
·) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL-divergence). By using the so-called reparameterization
trick [26], this model can be easily trained via a Stochastic Gradient Variational Bayes (SGVB)
estimator [23]. The choice of encoder fϕ (·) and decoder дθ (·) may vary across different tasks. There
have been many proposed variations of VAEs [21, 25, 27, 40, 45], which have been extensively
studied and applied in various tasks such as semi-supervised classification [25], clustering [21, 34]
and image generation [7]. The GAE [27] model proposed by Kipf and Welling is an example of
VAEs, which learns representations for attributed networks. However, it learns embeddings for
nodes only, but not for both nodes and attributes.
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Fig. 2. The architecture of our proposed CSAN model. The model takes the adjacency matrix A and the
attribute matrix X as input and outputs Gaussian distributions with means and variances as latent embeddings for all nodes and attributes of the network, respectively. The two neural network models, i.e., the
inference model fϕ and the generative model дθ , act as the probabilistic encoder and the probabilistic decoder,
respectively.

3.3

Problem Definition

With the terminologies described above, we formally define the problem of co-embedding an
attributed network as follows:
Problem 1. Static Attributed Network Co-embedding (SANE). Given an attributed network
G, the goal is to learn a mapping function Ξ in an unsupervised manner, which satisfies the following:
Ξ

G −→ Zn, Za,

(2)

such that both the structure and attribute information of the network can be preserved as much as
possible by Zn ∈ RN ×D and Za ∈ RF ×D , respectively, with Zni ∈ Zn, Za j ∈ Za, N , F and D being the
embeddings of the i-th node and the j-th attribute to be inferred, the number of nodes and attributes,
and the size of the dimension of the embeddings, respectively.
Then, the problem of embedding a dynamic attributed network is defined as follows:
Problem 2. Dynamic Attributed Network Embedding (DANE). Given a DAN, i.e. G ∗ =
(G (1) , G (2) , . . . , G (T ) ), the goal is to learn a mapping function Ξ to obtain low-dimensional representation vectors for both nodes and attributes:
Ξ

G ∗ −→ Zn ∗ , Za ∗ ,
where Zn∗ = (Zn(1) , . . . , Zn (T ) ) and Za ∗ = (Za (1) , . . . , Za (T ) ), with Zn(t ) ∈ RN ×D and Zn (t ) ∈ RF ×D
representing the latent representation matrices for all the nodes and attributes, respectively, at time step
t, and D being the dimension of latent representations. By doing so, both the structure and attribute
information of the network at each time step can be preserved as much as possible.
4

CO-EMBEDDING NODES AND ATTRIBUTES

To address the SANE problem, we propose CSAN, a novel model for Co-embedding Static Attributed
Networks based on VAE [26], to obtain the Gaussian embeddings of both nodes and attributes. Fig.
2 provides an overview of our CSAN model. In the following subsections, we describe this model
in detail.
4.1

Evidence Lower Bound in CSAN

To obtain embeddings of both nodes and attributes (i.e., Zn and Za) for an attributed network G in
an unsupervised manner, we first define an objective of maximizing the evidence lower bound on
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the observed adjacency matrix A and the attribute matrix X of G. Using Jensen’s inequality, the
logarithmic marginal likelihood of A and X for a given attributed network G can be represented as:
∫ ∫
qϕ (Zn, Za | A, X)
log p(A, X) = log
pθ (A, X, Zn, Za)
dZn dZa
qϕ (Zn, Za | A, X)
Zn Za


pθ (A, X, Zn, Za)
≥ Eqϕ (Zn,Za |A,X) log
,
(3)
qϕ (Zn, Za | A, X)
where qϕ (Zn, Za | A, X), abbreviated as qϕ for convenient discussion, is the variational posterior to
approximate the true posterior p(Zn, Za | A, X). Here, we assume that qϕ is a mean-field distribution,
which can be factorized as:
Ö
Ö
qϕ (Zn, Za | A, X) =
qϕ 1 (Zni | Fni )
qϕ 2 (Zaa | Faa ),
(4)
i ∈V

a ∈A

where Fni = con(Ai , Xi ) and Faa = XiT are the input features of the nodes and attributes, respectively, and ϕ = [ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 ] are trainable parameters shared across all the nodes and attributes,
respectively. In Eq. 4, qϕ 1 (Zni | Fni ) and qϕ 2 (Zaa | Faa ) are referred to as the inference model (or the
encoder), since given the observed data, i.e., A and X, they aim at producing variational posterior
distributions over the possible values of the latent embeddings Zn and Za. Hence the encoders
encode from the input features of nodes and attributes into embeddings of nodes and attributes
respectively.
The joint distribution pθ (A, X, Zn, Za) can be represented as:
pθ (A, X, Zn, Za) = p(Zn)p(Za)

Ö
(i, j)∈ En o

Ö

pθ 1 (Ai j | Zni , Zn j )

pθ 2 (Xia | Zni , Zaa ),

(5)

(i,a)∈Ea o

where Ai j ∈ A, Xia ∈ X are weights for the observe edge Eno (i, j) and attribute Eao (i, a) in
the training instances, respectively, and θ = [θ 1 , θ 2 ] are trainable parameters that are shared
across all the edges and attributes respectively. Similarly, we refer to pθ 1 (Ai j | Zni , Zn j ) and
pθ 2 (Xia | Zni , Zaa ) as the generative model (or the decoder), since given the latent embeddings Zn
and Za, they produce a distribution over the possible corresponding values of observed edges and
attributes. Hence the decoders decode from the result embeddings of both nodes and attributes
into distributions (e.g. Bernoulli) of adjacency matrix and attribute matrix, respectively.
Substituting Eq. 4 and Eq. 5 into Eq. 3, Eq. 3 can be represented as:
Õ
Õ




log p(A, X) ≥
Eqϕ log pθ 1 (Ai j | Zni , Zn j ) +
Eqϕ log pθ 2 (Xia | Zni , Zaa )
(i, j)∈ En o

(i,a)∈Ea o

− D K L (qϕ 1 (Zn | Fn) ∥ p(Zn)) − D K L (qϕ 2 (Za | Fa) ∥ p(Za))
≜L(θ, ϕ; A, X),

(6)

where L(θ, ϕ; A, X) is the ELBO of the log-marginal likelihood of the observed variables A and X.
The KL-divergence terms in Eq. 6 can be interpreted as the regularizer encouraging the approximate posteriors to be close to the priors p(Zn) and p(Za), while the expectation terms are regarded as
the expected negative reconstruction error loss. Often, analytical solutions of expectations w.r.t. the
variational posterior are intractable in general cases, but we can reduce the problem of estimating
the gradient w.r.t. the parameters of the posterior distribution to a simpler problem of estimating
the gradient w.r.t. parameters of a deterministic function, which is called the reparameterization
trick [26].
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Similar to the standard VAE [26], we assume all of the priors of latent variables and the variational
posterior distributions to be Gaussian:

σ n2 i ,

p(Zni ) = p(Zaa ) = N (0, I),

(7)

qϕ 1 (Zni | Fni ) = N (µ ni , σ n2 i I),

(8)

qϕ 2 (Zaa | Faa ) = N (µ aa , σ a2 a I),

(9)

σ a2 a

where µ ni , µ aa and
are means and variances of node embeddings and attributed embeddings to be learned, respectively.
Since we assume that the priors and the variational posteriors are Gaussian distributions, the
KL-divergence terms in Eq. 6 have analytical forms [26]. By using the SGVB estimator and the
reparameterization trick [26], we can directly derive from the Monte Carlo estimates of these
expectation terms by the following estimators of this model:
Õ

L(θ, ϕ; A, X) =

Eqϕ [

(i, j)∈ En o

+

Õ
(i,a)∈ Ea o

L
Õ

log pθ 1 (Ai j | Zni (l ) , Zn j (l ) )]

l =1

Eqϕ [

L
Õ

log pθ 2 (Xia | Zni (l ) , Zaa (l ) )] + LK L

(10)

l =1

where Zni (l ) , Zn j (l ) and Zaa (l ) are the deterministic embedding vectors given both means and
variances of their distributions and the newly introduced auxiliary variable ϵ (l ) , which is distributed
as N (0, I) (i.e., Zni(l ) = µ ni + σ n2 i ⊙ ϵ (l ) , Zaa(l ) = µ aa + σ a2 a ⊙ ϵ (l ) ); • |d denotes the d-th element of •;
D is the size of dimension of the latent vectors; L is the number of deterministic samples; ⊙ indicates
the element-wise product; Eno and Eao are the given observed edges and attribute associations; and
LK L is the analytical KL loss. As shown in Eq. 10, by a differentiable transformation of an auxiliary
‘noise’ variable ϵ (l ) [26], we can reparameterize the latent Gaussian embeddings qϕ 1 (Zn | Fn) and
qϕ 2 (Za | Fa) into Zn (l ) and Za (l ) , which are deterministic and can be differentiated efficiently with
respect to their means and variances using the backpropagation algorithm. Hence, the vanilla
gradient-based optimization techniques can be used to train the model end-to-end.
4.2

Optimization

To optimize the objective in Eq. 10, we apply two neural network models, i.e., the inference model
with trainable parameters ϕ and the generative model with trainable parameters θ , for the probabilistic encoder and probabilistic decoder, respectively, to perform gradient ascent for learning all
the model parameters.
Inference model. In order to encode from observation variables to Gaussian embeddings, we apply
a two-layer GCN [28] and a two-layer Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), to map the adjacency matrix A
and attribute matrix X into their corresponding means and variations of Gaussian embeddings for
nodes and attributes, respectively. We apply GCN and not other neural network models for the
nodes’ inference, since GCN is an efficient variant of Convolutional Neural Networks on graphs
that applies graph-based convolution receiving features from the relevant neighbors around each
node across the entire network. In particular, the two-layer GCN is defined as:


Hn(1) = ReLU ÃXWn(0) ,


µ n , σ n2 = ÃHn(1) Wn(1) ,
(11)
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where µ n and σ n2 are the means and variances of the learned Gaussian embeddings for nodes
1
1
(see Eq. 8), ReLU(·) = max(0, ·) is the Rectified Linear Unit activation function, Ã = D− 2 AD− 2 is
Í
the symmetrically normalized adjacency matrix with Dii = j Ai j being G’s degree matrix, and
ϕ 1 = [Wn(0) , Wn(1) ] are trainable weights for the node inference layers, respectively.
The two-layer MLP for inferring Gaussian embeddings of attributes are defined as:


Ha(1) = tanh XT Wn(0) + b(0) ,


µ a , σ a2 = Ha(1) Wn(1) + b(1) ,
(12)
where µ a and σ a2 are the means and variances of the learned embeddings for attributes (see Eq. 9),
b is the bias, tanh(·) is the tangent activation function, and ϕ 2 = [Wn(0) , Wn(1) , b(0) , b(1) ] are trainable
weights for the attribute inference layers. We let ϕ = [ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 ] be the packed trainable parameters
in the inference model.
After having obtained all the means and variances for all the Gaussian embeddings of nodes and
attributes, the reparameterization trick [26] is applied to transform the latent Gaussian random
variables into the deterministic variables Zn and Za, which are differentiable and capable to
propagate the gradient between the inference model and the generative model.
Generative model. The generative model aims to decode the deterministic latent embeddings
Zn and Za into generative random variables, where the original input edges and attributes can be
reconstructed. Specifically, given the embeddings of two nodes i and j, we first compute µ En (i, j)
and σ 2En (i, j) according to:
[µ En (i, j) , σ 2En (i, j) ] = дθ 1 (Zni , Zn j ),

(13)

where дθ 1 is a neural network for reconstructing edges. Then, an observed edge can be generated
by the following:
(1) For real-valued edges,
pθ 1 (Ai j | Zni , Zn j ) = N (µ En (i, j) , σ 2En (i, j) I).

(14)

pθ 1 (Ai j | Zni , Zn j ) = Ber(µ En (i, j) ).

(15)

(2) For binary edges,
Here N (µ En (i, j) , σ 2En (i, j) I) and Ber(µ En (i, j) ) are multivariate Gaussian distribution and Bernoulli
distribution parametrized by µ En (i, j) , σ 2En (i, j) I and µ En (i, j) , respectively.
Similarly, given the embeddings of node i and attribute a, we first compute µ Ea (i,a) and σ 2Ea (i,a)
by:
[µ Ea (i,a) , σ 2Ea (i,a) ] = дθ 2 (Zni , Zaa ),

(16)

where дθ 2 is a neural network for reconstructing attributes. Then an observed attribute association
(i, a) ∈ Ea can be generated by the following process:
(1) For real-valued attributes,
pθ 2 (Xia | Zni , Zaa ) = N (µ Ea (i,a) , σ 2Ea (i,a) I).

(17)

(2) For binary attributes,
pθ 2 (Xia | Zni , Zaa ) = Ber(µ Ea (i,a) ).
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We let θ = [θ 1 , θ 2 ] be the packed trainable parameters in the generative model. Since all the edges
and attributes in our experimental datasets are binary-valued, we implement model д simply by
inner product between latent variables, i.e.,
дθ 1 (Zni , Zn j ) = sig(ZniT Zn j ),
дθ 2 (Zni , Zaa ) = sig(ZniT Zaa ),

(19)

where sig(·) is the sigmoid function. Our experimental results will later show that such a simple
implementation produces better results than other common networks, such as the MLP, and
outperforms state-of-the-art baselines in many graph mining tasks such as link prediction, node
classification and attribute inference. The training procedure for our CSAN model is summarized
in Alg. 1.
Algorithm 1 CSAN training algorithm.
1: repeat
2:
Learn µ n , σ n , µ a , σ a according to Eq. 11 and Eq. 12
3:
Sample Zn, Za according to Eq. 8 and Eq. 9 with noise ϵ ∼ N (0, I)
4:
Compute ELBO according to Eq. 10
5:
Update θ , ϕ by gradient back-propagation
6: until Convergence of the parameters

Time complexity analysis. As we can see in Alg. 1, the layer-wise propagation rule for both the
encoder and decoder networks costs the most to the time complexity of our algorithm, while the
two-layer GCN network [28] has the highest computational complexity in the network propagation
flow. We use early stopping strategy to reduce the update epochs. I.e., we premature stopping
if the evaluation performance of different task on the validation data does not increase for 10
successive epochs. The time complexity of the two-layer GCN network for one epoch boils down
+
+
to 2 sparse-dense-matrix multiplications for a cost of O(| Ã |(H + D + F )), where | Ã | denotes the
number of nonzero entires in the Laplacian matrix and H is the dimension of the first hidden layer.
Empirically, our CSAN costs around 10s and 290s per 10 epochs on the Cora and Pubmed [44]
datasets respectively for training with Inter i7 3.60GHz CPU machines.
5

DYNAMIC CO-EMBEDDING MODEL

To address our DANE problem, we extend our CSAN model to propose a Co-embedding model
for Dynamic Attributed Networks, denoted by CDAN. CDAN also makes use of latent Gaussian
random variables to represent both nodes and attributes, and it is further extended to make allow
the tracking of the dynamic changes of networks. Fig. 3 provides an overview of this model. In the
following, we describe our CDAN model in detail.
5.1

Evidence Lower Bound in CDAN

Our CDAN model is, again, an unsupervised generative model that learns latent variables by
maximizing a bound of average marginal log-likelihood of observations. We herein first derive our
objective function from the logarithmic marginal likelihood according to the basic framework of
VAE [26]. Given the adjacency matrix A(t ) and the attribute matrix X(t ) of a DAN at time step t,
the marginal likelihood, by using Jensen’s inequality, can be written as:
log p(A(t ) ,X(t ) ) ≥ Eqϕ [log pθ (Zn (t ) , Za (t ) , A(t ) , X(t ) )] − Eqϕ [log qϕ (Zn (t ) , Za (t ) | A(t ) , X(t ) )], (20)
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<latexit sha1_base64="O8fbybN51ygjzkKTgDx2nAiUG8A=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHgxWML9gPaUDbbSbt2swm7E6GU/gIvHhTx6k/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw5HnfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TJJpjk2eyER3QmZQCoVNEiSxk2pkcSixHY7v5n77CbURiXqgSYpBzIZKRIIzslKD+uWKV/UWcNeJn5MK5Kj3y1+9QcKzGBVxyYzp+l5KwZRpElzirNTLDKaMj9kQu5YqFqMJpotDZ+6FVQZulGhbityF+ntiymJjJnFoO2NGI7PqzcX/vG5G0W0wFSrNCBVfLooy6VLizr92B0IjJzmxhHEt7K0uHzHNONlsSjYEf/XlddK6qvpe1W/4ldp1HkcRzuAcLsGHG6jBPdShCRwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwDbA4zn</latexit>
<latexit
sha1_base64="wkLMmXUBLI+l2TvVhhiwygNdRM4=">AAAB6HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozIujOghuXLdgLtEPJpJk2NpMZkjNCGfoEblwo0p34Fr6GO9/G9LLQ1h8CH/9/DjnnBIkUBl3328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjholTzXidxTLWrYAaLoXidRQoeSvRnEaB5M1geDvNm49cGxGrexwl3I9oX4lQMIrWqmG3WHLL7kxkFbwFlG4+J5N3AKh2i1+dXszSiCtkkhrT9twE/YxqFEzycaGTGp5QNqR93raoaMSNn80GHZMz6/RIGGv7FJKZ+7sjo5ExoyiwlRHFgVnOpuZ/WTvF8NrPhEpS5IrNPwpTSTAm061JT2jOUI4sUKaFnZWwAdWUob1NwR7BW155FRoXZc8tezWvVLmEufJwAqdwDh5cQQXuoAp1YMDhCV7g1Xlwnp03ZzIvzTmLnmP4I+fjB5+hj7E=</latexit>
sha1_base64="ygttHBZraEIvVzEErrCogypRq/c=">AAAB6HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozIujOghuXLdgLtEPJpGfa2ExmSDJCKX0CNy4UqUvfwtdw59uYabvQ1h8CH/9/DjnnBIng2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHDR2nimGdxSJWrYBqFFxi3XAjsJUopFEgsBkMb7O8+YhK81jem1GCfkT7koecUWOtmukWS27ZnYmsgreA0s3nNNN7tVv86vRilkYoDRNU67bnJsYfU2U4EzgpdFKNCWVD2se2RUkj1P54NuiEnFmnR8JY2ScNmbm/O8Y00noUBbYyomagl7PM/C9rpya89sdcJqlByeYfhakgJibZ1qTHFTIjRhYoU9zOStiAKsqMvU3BHsFbXnkVGhdlzy17Na9UuYS58nACp3AOHlxBBe6gCnVggPAEL/DqPDjPzpsznZfmnEXPMfyR8/ED/N6Rdg==</latexit>
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a. Input feature

b. Modeling changes

<latexit sha1_base64="y3h7yEra2pPqZgtATeLUQVfTexM=">AAAB3nicbZBLSwMxFIXv1FetVatbN8Eiu
sha1_base64="mIokvGWAyK5h/bh6LCXJvephfNI=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPBi8cq9kPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t3/gHh61dJIphk2WiER1QqpRcIlNw43ATqqQxqHAdji+mfntJ1SaJ/LBTFIMYjqUPOKMGivd9/K+W/Vq3hxklfgFqUKBRt/96g0SlsUoDRNU667vpSbIqTKcCZxWepnGlLIxHWLXUklj1EE+v3RKzqwyIFGibElD5urviZzGWk/i0HbG1Iz0sjcT//O6mYmug5zLNDMo2WJRlAliEjJ7mwy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjw6nYEPzll1dJ66LmezX/7rJafyziKMMJnMI5+HAFdbiFBjSBQQTP8Apvzth5cd6dj0VrySlmjuEPnM8fom+NfA==</latexit>
sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit>
sha1_base64="y3h7yEra2pPqZgtATeLUQVfTexM=">AAAB3nicbZBLSwMxFIXv1FetVatbN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZxT6gHUomvdOGZjJDckcoQ/+BGxeK+LPc+W9MHwttPRD4OCch954oU9KS7397pa3tnd298n7loHp4dFw7qbZtmhuBLZGq1HQjblFJjS2SpLCbGeRJpLATTe7meecZjZWpfqJphmHCR1rGUnBy1mO/GNTqfsNfiG1CsII6rNQc1L76w1TkCWoSilvbC/yMwoIbkkLhrNLPLWZcTPgIew41T9CGxWLSGbtwzpDFqXFHE1u4v18UPLF2mkTuZsJpbNezuflf1sspvgkLqbOcUIvlR3GuGKVsvjYbSoOC1NQBF0a6WZkYc8MFuXIqroRgfeVNaF81Ar8RPPhQhjM4h0sI4Bpu4R6a0AIBMbzAG7x7E+/V+1jWVfJWvZ3CH3mfP4KJjBE=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="mIokvGWAyK5h/bh6LCXJvephfNI=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPBi8cq9kPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t3/gHh61dJIphk2WiER1QqpRcIlNw43ATqqQxqHAdji+mfntJ1SaJ/LBTFIMYjqUPOKMGivd9/K+W/Vq3hxklfgFqUKBRt/96g0SlsUoDRNU667vpSbIqTKcCZxWepnGlLIxHWLXUklj1EE+v3RKzqwyIFGibElD5urviZzGWk/i0HbG1Iz0sjcT//O6mYmug5zLNDMo2WJRlAliEjJ7mwy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjw6nYEPzll1dJ66LmezX/7rJafyziKMMJnMI5+HAFdbiFBjSBQQTP8Apvzth5cd6dj0VrySlmjuEPnM8fom+NfA==</latexit>
sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit>
sha1_base64="y3h7yEra2pPqZgtATeLUQVfTexM=">AAAB3nicbZBLSwMxFIXv1FetVatbN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZxT6gHUomvdOGZjJDckcoQ/+BGxeK+LPc+W9MHwttPRD4OCch954oU9KS7397pa3tnd298n7loHp4dFw7qbZtmhuBLZGq1HQjblFJjS2SpLCbGeRJpLATTe7meecZjZWpfqJphmHCR1rGUnBy1mO/GNTqfsNfiG1CsII6rNQc1L76w1TkCWoSilvbC/yMwoIbkkLhrNLPLWZcTPgIew41T9CGxWLSGbtwzpDFqXFHE1u4v18UPLF2mkTuZsJpbNezuflf1sspvgkLqbOcUIvlR3GuGKVsvjYbSoOC1NQBF0a6WZkYc8MFuXIqroRgfeVNaF81Ar8RPPhQhjM4h0sI4Bpu4R6a0AIBMbzAG7x7E+/V+1jWVfJWvZ3CH3mfP4KJjBE=</latexit>
sha1_base64="Tn/fZ0k6kXzu5kKxSqUGSeF8kR4=">AAAB6XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxIns2WpLYWKIR0MCF7C1zsGFv77K7Z0Iu/AMbC42x9R/Z+W9c4AoFXzLJy3szmZkXplIYS+m3V1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0dtk2SaY4snMtEPITMohcKWFVbiQ6qRxaHETji+nvmdJ9RGJOreTlIMYjZUIhKcWSfd9fJ+tUbrdA6ySvyC1KBAs1/96g0SnsWoLJfMmK5PUxvkTFvBJU4rvcxgyviYDbHrqGIxmiCfXzolZ04ZkCjRrpQlc/X3RM5iYyZx6DpjZkdm2ZuJ/3ndzEZXQS5UmllUfLEoyiSxCZm9TQZCI7dy4gjjWrhbCR8xzbh14VRcCP7yy6ukfVH3ad2/pbXGYxFHGU7gFM7Bh0towA00oQUcIniGV3jzxt6L9+59LFpLXjFzDH/gff4AoS+NeA==</latexit>

{

<latexit sha1_base64="EO6g2fVPQX+0kXg1p42HUAq+PTQ=">AAACBnicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgBEhWVRIZamSLjBWYmEsEn1ITagcx2mtOnZkO0hVlImFX2FhACFWvoGNv8FpM0DLlSwfnXOv7rknSBhV2nG+rcra+sbmVnW7trO7t39gHx71lEglJl0smJCDACnCKCddTTUjg0QSFAeM9IPpdaH3H4hUVPA7PUuIH6MxpxHFSBtqZJ96gWChmsXmy7wY6UkQZYM8v88a+iIf2XWn6cwLrgK3BHVQVmdkf3mhwGlMuMYMKTV0nUT7GZKaYkbympcqkiA8RWMyNJCjmCg/m5+Rw3PDhDAS0jyu4Zz9PZGhWBVOTWdhVC1rBfmfNkx1dOVnlCepJhwvFkUpg1rAIhMYUkmwZjMDEJbUeIV4giTC2iRXMyG4yyevgl6r6TpN99att1tlHFVwAs5AA7jgErTBDeiALsDgETyDV/BmPVkv1rv1sWitWOXMMfhT1ucPLleZfg==</latexit>
sha1_base64="bRemPw7jJC9QtINu9YzOAFmpM24=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFL2prxpfUZciBItQNyXpRjdiwY3LCvYBTSyTyaQdOnkwMxFKCAhu/BU3LhTp1m9w5984abvQ1gvDHM65l3vu8RJGhbSsb620srq2vlHe1Le2d3b3jP2DtohTjkkLxyzmXQ8JwmhEWpJKRroJJyj0GOl4o+tC7zwQLmgc3clxQtwQDSIaUIykovrGsePFzBfjUH2ZEyI59IKsm+f3WVWe5X2jYtWsaZnLwJ6DytVEv3wEgGbf+HL8GKchiSRmSIiebSXSzRCXFDOS604qSILwCA1IT8EIhUS42fSM3DxVjG8GMVcvkuaU/T2RoVAUTlVnYVQsagX5n9ZLZXDhZjRKUkkiPFsUpMyUsVlkYvqUEyzZWAGEOVVeTTxEHGGpktNVCPbiycugXa/ZVs2+tSuNOsyqDEdwAlWw4RwacANNaAGGJ3iBN3jXnrVX7UObzFpL2nzmEP6U9vkDh9+bOw==</latexit>
sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit>
sha1_base64="1lneBGR8wXq3PRTCPwo4ek25OgE=">AAAB+3icbVDNSgMxGPzW31qrrl5FCBahXsquFz0KXjxWsD/QriWbzbah2WRJskJZ9uTFV/HiQRHfw5tvY7btQVsHQoaZfGS+CVPOtPG8b2dtfWNza7uyU92t7e0fuIe1jpaZIrRNJJeqF2JNORO0bZjhtJcqipOQ0244uSn97iNVmklxb6YpDRI8EixmBBsrDd2TQSh5pKeJvfJBgs04jPNeUTzkDXNeDN261/RmQKvEX5A6LNAaul+DSJIsocIQjrXu+15qghwrwwinRXWQaZpiMsEj2rdU4ITqIJ+tUaAzq0QolsoeYdBM/T2R40SXSe3LMqhe9krxP6+fmfgqyJlIM0MFmX8UZxwZicpOUMQUJYZPLcFEMZsVkTFWmBjbXNWW4C+vvEo6F03fa/p3HlTgGE6hAT5cwjXcQgvaQOAJXuAN3p1n59X5mNe15ix6O4I/cD5/AJpfmCA=</latexit>
sha1_base64="hN5tPBoNgBjjviBW7yIbxYw/bEI=">AAACBnicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgBEhWVRIZamSLjBWYmEsEn1ITagcx2mtOnZkO0hVlImFX2FhACFWvoGNv8FpM0DLlSwfnXOv7rknSBhV2nG+rcra+sbmVnW7trO7t39gHx71lEglJl0smJCDACnCKCddTTUjg0QSFAeM9IPpdaH3H4hUVPA7PUuIH6MxpxHFSBtqZJ96gWChmsXmy7wY6UkQZYM8v88a+iIf2XWn6cwLrgK3BHVQVmdkf3mhwGlMuMYMKTV0nUT7GZKaYkbympcqkiA8RWMyNJCjmCg/m5+Rw3PDhDAS0jyu4Zz9PZGhWBVOTWdhVC1rBfmfNkx1dOVnlCepJhwvFkUpg1rAIhMYUkmwZjMDEJbUeIV4giTC2iRXMyG4yyevgl6r6TpN99apt1tlHFVwAs5AA7jgErTBDeiALsDgETyDV/BmPVkv1rv1sWitWOXMMfhT1ucPLgeZfQ==</latexit>
sha1_base64="bbsu0YErDCtMZA+9E7A2KKrcBGI=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEVdSnCYBHqpiTd6EYsuHFZwT6giWUymbRDJ5kwMxFKyMqN/+HKjQtFuvUb3Ih/46TtQlsvDHM4517uucdPGJXKtr+NpeWV1bX10oa5ubW9s2vt7bckTwUmTcwZFx0fScJoTJqKKkY6iSAo8hlp+8OrQm/fEyEpj2/VKCFehPoxDSlGSlM968j1OQvkKNJf5kZIDfww6+T5XVZRp3nPKttVe1JwETgzUL4cmxfJ05fZ6FmfbsBxGpFYYYak7Dp2orwMCUUxI7npppIkCA9Rn3Q1jFFEpJdNzsjhiWYCGHKhX6zghP09kaFIFk51Z2FUzmsF+Z/WTVV47mU0TlJFYjxdFKYMKg6LTGBABcGKjTRAWFDtFeIBEggrnZypQ3DmT14ErVrVsavOjVOu18C0SuAQHIMKcMAZqINr0ABNgMEDeAav4M14NF6Md2M8bV0yZjMH4E8ZHz95bpyv</latexit>

µ

µ

Fn

<latexit sha1_base64="3xJWXpq5VMLe08PQfwKfHvQ6Jso=">AAACBnicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgBEhWVRIZamSLjAWsTAWibZITagcx2mtOnZkO0hVlImFX2FhACFWvoGNv8FpM0DLlSwfnXOv7rknSBhV2nG+rcrK6tr6RnWztrW9s7tn7x/0lEglJl0smJB3AVKEUU66mmpG7hJJUBww0g8mV4XefyBSUcFv9TQhfoxGnEYUI22ooX3sBYKFahqbL/NipMdBlF3m+X3W0Gf50K47TWdWcBm4JaiDsjpD+8sLBU5jwjVmSKmB6yTaz5DUFDOS17xUkQThCRqRgYEcxUT52eyMHJ4aJoSRkOZxDWfs74kMxapwajoLo2pRK8j/tEGqows/ozxJNeF4vihKGdQCFpnAkEqCNZsagLCkxivEYyQR1ia5mgnBXTx5GfRaTddpujduvd0q46iCI3ACGsAF56ANrkEHdAEGj+AZvII368l6sd6tj3lrxSpnDsGfsj5/AArDmWc=</latexit>
sha1_base64="Oie3Igk+XJqqKuTRGzuzknWMXN0=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeMr6lKEYBHqpiTd6EasuHFZwT6giWUymbRDJw9mJkIJAcGNv+LGhSLd+g3u/BsnbRfaemGYwzn3cs89XsKokJb1rS0tr6yurZc29M2t7Z1dY2+/JeKUY9LEMYt5x0OCMBqRpqSSkU7CCQo9Rtre8LrQ2w+ECxpHd3KUEDdE/YgGFCOpqJ5x5Hgx88UoVF/mhEgOvCC7yvP7rCJP855RtqrWpMxFYM9A+XKsXzwCQKNnfDl+jNOQRBIzJETXthLpZohLihnJdScVJEF4iPqkq2CEQiLcbHJGbp4oxjeDmKsXSXPC/p7IUCgKp6qzMCrmtYL8T+umMjh3MxolqSQRni4KUmbK2CwyMX3KCZZspADCnCqvJh4gjrBUyekqBHv+5EXQqlVtq2rf2uV6DaZVgkM4hgrYcAZ1uIEGNAHDE7zAG7xrz9qr9qGNp61L2mzmAP6U9vkDZEubJA==</latexit>
sha1_base64="qr20PKGODg7gzmnjszFeM8BIhWQ=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqEsRBotQNyXpRjdixY3LCvYBbSyTyaQdOpmEmYlQQlZu/A9Xblwo0q3f4Eb8GydtF9p6YZjDOfdyzz1ezKhUtv1tFJaWV1bXiuvmxubW9o61u9eUUSIwaeCIRaLtIUkY5aShqGKkHQuCQo+Rlje8yvXWPRGSRvxWjWLihqjPaUAxUprqWYddL2K+HIX6S7shUgMvSC+z7C4tq5OsZ5Xsij0puAicGShdjM3z+OnLrPesz64f4SQkXGGGpOw4dqzcFAlFMSOZ2U0kiREeoj7paMhRSKSbTs7I4LFmfBhEQj+u4IT9PZGiUOZOdWduVM5rOfmf1klUcOamlMeJIhxPFwUJgyqCeSbQp4JgxUYaICyo9grxAAmElU7O1CE48ycvgma14tgV58Yp1apgWkVwAI5AGTjgFNTANaiDBsDgATyDV/BmPBovxrsxnrYWjNnMPvhTxscPVdqcmA==</latexit>

t

Fn

{

<latexit sha1_base64="RNM4AYiqRS6VDvQAIsHoqMl0okQ=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxbAjgh4DXjxGNA9IljA7mU2GzM4uM71CCPkELx4U8eoXefNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uMFXSou9/e4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUtElmuGjwRCWmHTIrlNSigRKVaKdGsDhUohWObmd+60kYKxP9iONUBDEbaBlJztBJD3hBe+WKX/XnIKuE5qQCOeq98le3n/AsFhq5YtZ2qJ9iMGEGJVdiWupmVqSMj9hAdBzVLBY2mMxPnZIzp/RJlBhXGslc/T0xYbG14zh0nTHDoV32ZuJ/XifD6CaYSJ1mKDRfLIoyRTAhs79JXxrBUY0dYdxIdyvhQ2YYR5dOyYVAl19eJc3LKvWr9J5Wald5HEU4gVM4BwrXUIM7qEMDOAzgGV7hzVPei/fufSxaC14+cwx/4H3+ALRpjVk=</latexit>
sha1_base64="Z0eWIZjH99Mhlk6GWGGJ77cxRas=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilzWAQbAy7ImgjBrSwjGgukCxhdjKbDJmdXWbOCmHJI9hYKGLrE9n5LhZOLoUm/jDw8f/nMOecIJHCoOt+Obml5ZXVtfx6YWNza3unuLtXN3GqGa+xWMa6GVDDpVC8hgIlbyaa0yiQvBEMrsd545FrI2L1gMOE+xHtKREKRtFa93jidYolt+xORBbBm0Hp6vvmsgIA1U7xs92NWRpxhUxSY1qem6CfUY2CST4qtFPDE8oGtMdbFhWNuPGzyagjcmSdLgljbZ9CMnF/d2Q0MmYYBbYyotg389nY/C9rpRhe+JlQSYpcselHYSoJxmS8N+kKzRnKoQXKtLCzEtanmjK01ynYI3jzKy9C/bTsuWXvzitVzmCqPBzAIRyDB+dQgVuoQg0Y9OAJXuDVkc6z8+a8T0tzzqxnH/7I+fgBY+uPVQ==</latexit>
sha1_base64="LKHBvR2ppdd7Wn5YPWXDiliJPtU=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFrW0GQyCjWFXBG3EgCKWEc0FkiXMTmaTIbOzy8xZIYQ8go2FIrY+gY9i55tYWDi5FJr4w8DH/5/DnHOCRAqDrvvpzM0vLC4tZ1ayq2vrG5u5re2KiVPNeJnFMta1gBouheJlFCh5LdGcRoHk1aB7Mcyr91wbEas77CXcj2hbiVAwita6xUOvmcu7BXckMgveBPLn35dnV+/dr1Iz99FoxSyNuEImqTF1z03Q71ONgkk+yDZSwxPKurTN6xYVjbjx+6NRB2TfOi0Sxto+hWTk/u7o08iYXhTYyohix0xnQ/O/rJ5ieOr3hUpS5IqNPwpTSTAmw71JS2jOUPYsUKaFnZWwDtWUob1O1h7Bm155FipHBc8teDdevngMY2VgF/bgADw4gSJcQwnKwKAND/AEz450Hp0X53VcOudMenbgj5y3HzPwkXA=</latexit>
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c. Dynamic Variational Auto-encoder
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nodes and attr butes o the network respect ve y
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var at ona poster ors to be Gauss an
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(26)

where L(θ, ϕ; A(t ) , X(t ) ) is the ELBO of the log-marginal probability of the observations A(t ) and
X(t ) .
5.2

Modeling Features over Time

The objective of Eq. 26 still serves as a static learning model since the embeddings are inferred
by the static features of observations at time t. To capture the evolving patterns of a dynamic
attributed network, we introduce ∆Fn (t ) and ∆Fa (t ) , i.e. the feature perturbation of nodes and the
feature perturbation of attributes, to represent the feature changes of nodes and attributes by the
perturbation of the observed adjacency matrix and the attribute matrix between time steps (t − 1)
and t.
First order perturbation. The intuition to model features over time is that the direct changes of the
adjacency matrix and attribute matrix of nodes must be preserved. To achieve this, we introduce the
first order perturbation to represent the direct changes of features for both nodes and attributes,
respectively, between two consecutive time steps. Formally, the first order perturbation for node i
and attribute a between time t and (t −1), i.e. ∆1 Fni(t ) and ∆1 Faa(t ) , is defined as:
∆1 Fni(t ) = tanh(Wn 1 · (Fni(t ) − Fni(t −1) )),
∆1 Faa(t ) = tanh(Wa 1 · (Faa(t ) − Faa(t −1) )),

(27)

where Wn1 ∈ R(N +F )×Hp and Wa 1 ∈ RN ×Hp are weight matrices with Hp < N , Hp < F being the
dimension of perturbation feature, respectively. If no changes of the network is observed between
t − 1 and t, then ∆1 Fni(t ) = 0 and ∆1 Faa(t ) = 0.
However, in practice, the feature perturbation of a node (or an attribute) not only directly affects
the representation of the node (or attribute) itself, but also, indirectly, affects the embeddings of
other nodes and attributes by the propagation of perturbation. For instance, a change occurring
on node u’s feature will result in a change on u’s embedding vector, which also indirectly affects
the embedding on all of u’s neighbors and attributes. These changes will continue to propagate to
the embeddings of other associated nodes and attributes and result in a corresponding adjustment
in order to maintain the overall equilibrium of the proximities among the embeddings of all the
nodes and attributes. Therefore, we further introduce the k-th order perturbation that captures
the indirect changes, which are propagated from the lower order perturbation.
The k-th order perturbation. To formulate higher order perturbation, the key issue is how
to aggregate a node’s (or an attribute’s) feature changes from its local neighborhoods (i.e., its
associated nodes and attributes). For this purpose, we apply the mean aggregation function to
learn the aggregation of the lower order perturbations from a node’s (or an attribute’s) local
neighborhoods, so that any direct feature changes of a node (or an attribute) can propagate along the
edge connections and attribute associations to the higher order perturbations of its corresponding
neighboring nodes and attributes.
The aggregation architectures have been used in the literature [15] to aggregate neighboring
feature and output a new feature vector for each node. There are many choices for the aggregation
functions, such as mean, max pooling and LSTM aggregation [15], but in this paper we only
consider the mean aggregation as the mean-based aggregation is a rough, linear approximation of
a localized spectral convolution [12, 15]. In particular, the mean aggregation aggk (·) for the k-th
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order perturbation in our paper is defined as:
aggk (·) = ReLU(Wk · mean(·)),

(28)

where Wk ∈ RHp ×Hm is the weight matrix with Hm being the dimension of aggregation output and
mean(·) is an operation that computes the mean of each dimension. For a node, the higher order
perturbation should consider the lower-order perturbation of both its neighbors and attributes,
as the feature of each node is associated with neighbors and attributes. Hence, the k-th order
perturbation vector for node i, i.e. ∆k Fni(t ) , is defined as:
∆k Fni(t ) = tanh(Wnk · con(hk1 (t ) , hk2 (t ) )),
hk1 (t ) = agg({∆(k −1) Fn (tj ) | ∀(i, j) ∈ En(t ) ∪En(t −1) }),
hk2 (t ) = agg({∆(k −1) Faa(t ) | ∀(i, a) ∈ Ea(t ) ∪Ea(t −1) }),

(29)

where Wnk ∈ R(2×Hm )×Hp is the weight matrix. Similarly, for an attribute, the higher order perturbation is aggregated by the lower order perturbation of its associated nodes, thus the k-th order
perturbation for an attribute a, i.e. ∆k Faa(t ) , is defined as:
∆k Faa(t ) = tanh(Wak · hk3 (t ) ),
hk3 (t ) = agg({∆(k −1) Fn (tj ) | ∀(j, a) ∈ Ea(t ) ∪ Ea(t −1) }),

(30)

where Wak ∈ RHm ×Hp is the weight matrix. Practically speaking we found that our approach could
achieve high performance with k = 2. Hence, we let
∆Fni(t ) = con(∆1 Fni(t ) , ∆2 Fni(t ) ),

(31)

∆Faa(t )

(32)

= con(∆

1

Faa(t ) , ∆2 Faa(t ) ),

with W = [Wn1 , Wa 1 , W1 , Wn2 , Wa 2 , W2 ] being all the weight matrices.
Let us now focus on ELBO in Eq. 26. The KL-divergence terms of Eq. 26 can be interpreted as a
regularizer encouraging the approximate posterior to be close to the prior, while the expectation
terms are regarded as an expected negative reconstruction error loss. Since we assume the priors
and the variational posteriors to be Gaussian distributions, the two KL-divergence terms of Eq. 26
have analytical forms. However, for the expectation terms, Zn(t ) and Za (t ) are random variables and
directly sampling for their deterministic variables is a non-continuous operation and has no gradient.
Similar to our CSAN, we can also use the reparameterization trick [26] by introducing an auxiliary
noise variable ϵ ∼ N (0, I) such that Zn (t ) and Za (t ) becomes deterministic: Zn(t ) = µ n(t ) + σ n2(t ) ⊙ ϵ
and Za (t ) = µ a(t ) + σ a2(t ) ⊙ ϵ. This deterministic variable can be differentiated efficiently by using
the backpropagation algorithm, and thus we can train the model by gradient-based optimization
techniques. By applying the SGVB estimator and the reparameterization trick [26], the ELBO in Eq.
26 can be written as:
" L
#
Õ
Õ
(t
)
(t,l
)
(t,l
)
L(θ, ϕ; A(t ) , X(t ) ) =
Eqϕ
log pθ 1 (Ai j | Zni , Zn j )
(i, j)∈ En o

l =1

"
+

Õ
(i,a)∈ Ea o

Eqϕ

L
Õ

#
(t )
log pθ 2 (X ia

|

Zni(t,l ) , Zaa(t,l ) )

l =1
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Optimization

In this subsection, we describe the specific neural networks for the encoders and decoders in Eq. 33.
Inference Model. It is natural to assume that the embeddings evolve smoothly over two consecutive time steps, instead of being totally reconstructed at each time step. Therefore, the encoder
neural network model (Eq. 22 and Eq. 23) requires modification from the standard VAE’s in order
to encoder the changes of observation variables over time. Given the Gaussian embeddings of node
i at time step (t − 1), our inference algorithm of encoder seeks to iteratively update the parameters
µ n(ti) and σ n2(ti ) of the Gaussian embedding at time step t by using a neural network д parameterized
by µ n(ti) , σ n2(ti −1) and ∆Fni(t −1) . More specifically, to obtain the Gaussian embeddings for a node i, we
have:
µ n(ti) = дϕ 1 (µ n(ti−1) , ∆Fni(t ) ),
σ n2(ti ) = дϕ 1 (σ n2(ti −1) , ∆Fni(t ) ).

(34)

Similarly, given attribute a’s embedding at time (t − 1), its Gaussian embedding at time t is:
µ a(ta) = дϕ 2 (µ a(ta−1) , ∆Faa(t ) ),
σ a2(ta ) = дϕ 2 (σ a2(ta −1) , ∆Faa(t ) ).

(35)

Here дϕ 1 and дϕ 2 are all implemented by full connected networks.
Generative Model. The decoder model (Eq. 24) aims to decode the deterministic latent embeddings
Fn (t ) and Fa (t ) into generative random variables of the original input edges and attributes. Since
the adjacency matrices and attribute matrices of all experimental datasets are binary weighted, our
encoder neural network is simply given by the inner product between latent variables. Specifically,
given the embeddings of nodes, an observed edge (i, j) ∈ E V is generated by the following:
pθ 1 (Ai(tj ) | Zni(t ) , Zn (tj ) ) = Ber(sig(Zni(t )T Zn(tj ) )),

(36)

where Ber(·) is the Bernoulli distribution. Similarly, given embeddings of node i and attribute a, an
observed attribute of node i, i.e. (i, a) ∈ Ea , is generated by the following process:
(t )
pθ 2 (Xia
| Zni(t ) , Zaa(t ) ) = Ber(sig(Zni(t )T Zaa(t ) )).

(37)

We note that our model can be easily extended to real-value weighted datasets by replacing the
Bernoulli distribution with Gaussian distribution.
Based on the encoder and decoder neural networks, the gradient back-propagation based techniques then can be applied to optimize Eq. 33 in an end-to-end manner. The training procedure for
our CDAN model is summarized in Alg. 2.
Algorithm 2 CDAN training algorithm.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

for t = 1, 2, ...,T do
repeat
Learn µ n(t ) , σ n2(t ) , µ a(t ) , σ a2(t ) according to Eq. 34 and Eq. 35
Sample Zn(t ) , Za (t ) according to Eq. 22 and Eq. 23 with noise ϵ ∼ N (0, I)
Compute ELBO according to Eq. 33
Update θ ,ϕ, W by gradient back-propagation
until Convergence of parameters
end for
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Time Complexity Analysis. As we discussed before, the mean aggregation function is a rough,
linear approximation of GCN [12, 15]. But unlike GraphSAGE that only samples a small amount of
neighbours, our mean aggregation function of CDAN aggregates all the neighbouring nodes and
attributes, because we found in our experiments that neighborhood sample size of the best performance is almost same as the average number of neighborhoods. Therefore, the time complexity
bottleneck of Alg. 2 boils down to the mean aggregation function, which has a time complexity of
+
O(| Ã |(Hm + Hp + D + F )). Note that Hm , Hp and D are the dimensions of the latent layers and
embeddings, which are far less than the number of nodes. The total time complexity per epoch of
+
the training procedures is O(T | Ã |(Hm + Hp + D + F )), where T is the total time steps.
6

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section, we describe our experimental setup – the research questions (§6.1), the experimental
datasets (§6.2), the baselines and the experimental settings (§6.3).
6.1

Research Questions

The research questions guiding the remainder of this paper are as follows.
Research questions for evaluating the performance of CSAN:
(RQ1) Can the learned embeddings by our CSAN model show better performance than the stateof-the-art network embedding models in tasks of link prediction and node classification?
(§ 7.1)
(RQ2) Can our CSAN perform better than other models in the tasks of attribute inference and user
profiling, where capturing the affinities between nodes and attributes is crucial? (§ 7.2)
(RQ3) Can our CSAN model capture the affinities between nodes and attributes, and make the
embedding results explainable? (§ 7.3)
Research questions for evaluating the performance of CDAN:
(RQ4) Can our CDAN model learn more effective representations for the dynamic attributed networks than the state-of-the-art non-dynamic and dynamic embedding models? (§ 7.4)
(RQ5) Can our CDAN model capture the dynamic affinities between nodes and attributes? (§ 7.5)
(RQ6) Can the learned embeddings of our CDAN model effectively capture the uncertainties for
dynamic networks? (§ 7.6)
6.2

Datasets

We conduct experiments on the eight datasets, seven of which are the static attributed networks
and one is the dynamic attributed network, with the statistics information provided in Tab. 2:
• Cora, Citeseer, Pubmed [44]: The Cora, Citeseer and Pubmed datasets are citation networks,
where nodes are publications and edges are citation links. Attributes of each node are bag-ofwords representations of the corresponding publications.
• BlogCatalog [48]: This is a network of social relationships of bloggers from the BlogCatalog
website, where nodes’ attributes are constructed by keywords, which are generated by users
as a short description of their blogs. The labels represent the topic categories provided by the
authors.
• Flickr [19]: It is a social network where nodes represent users and edges correspond to
friendships among users. The labels represent the interest groups of the users.
• Facebook [29]: This network is built from the profile and relation data of 10 users in Facebook
by SNAP1 . The attributes are constructed by their profiles.
1 Available

from:http://snap.stanford.edu/data/.
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Table 2. Statistics of the eight datasets, where the density of each dataset is calculate by the number of edges
divided by the total potential number of edges between any two nodes in the network.

Datasets
Cora
Citeseer
Pubmed
BlogCatalog
Flickr
Facebook
DBLP-con
DBLP-key

#Nodes

#Edges

#Attributes

#Labels

#Density

#Snapshot

02,708
03,312
19,717
05,196
07,575
04,039
12,213
24,610

005,429
004,660
088,651
171,743
239,738
088,234
131,713
87,838

01,433
03,703
00,500
08,189
12,047
01,406
00,172
6,034

7
6
3
6
9
-

0.15%
0.08%
0.05%
1.27%
0.84%
1.08%
0.18%
0.03%

10
10
14

• DBLP-con: This dataset is crawled from the DBLP public bibliography data 2 . We build a
coauthor network extracted from publications in the top 172 computer science conferences
(Tiers A and B from China Computer Federation 3 ). We treat each author as a node, each
collaboration between two authors in a publication as an edge. The 172 conferences are
viewed as the attributes of each node.
• DBLP-key: This is a dynamic attributed network that is also the DBLP coauthor network
extracted from the DBLP public bibliography data, but unlike the DBLP-con dataset, the
attributes in this network are the keyterms 4 extracted from the paper titles, and the time
steps are the publication years.
In addition, we also introduce two synthetic dynamic networks from the static attributed networks, i.e. the Flickr and BlogCatalog networks, for evaluating our CDAN model, similar to [31].
Specifically, we generate a sequence of network snapshots (G1 , ..., GT ) from the original static
networks, where Gt is a sub-network sampling from the original network with a fixed size of edges
and attribute associations removal from Gt +1 .
6.3

Baselines and Settings

We compare our two proposed models with three categories of methods: static network embedding
methods, dynamic network embedding methods and attribute inference methods.
The five static network embedding baseline methods are:
• DeepWalk (DW) [42]: This is a classical embedding method for static plain networks that
uses random walks as input to the Skip-gram model to learn node representations.
• GAE [27]: This model embeds an attributed network by using the variational auto-encoder,
but it optimizes ELBO without considering the reconstruction error of attributes, and it learns
embeddings for nodes only, rather than for both nodes and attributes.
• GraphSAGE [15]: This is an attributed network embedding model that learns node representations by sampling and aggregating features from the nodes’ local neighborhoods. In
this paper, we use its convolutional aggregation variant as our baseline.
• AANE [18]: It is an attributed network embedding model that learns node representations
based on the decomposition of attribute affinities and the embedding difference between the
connected nodes.
2 Available

from: http://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/.
from: http://www.ccf.org.cn/.
4 Stopwords were removed and stemming preprocessing was applied.
3 Available
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• ANRL [57]: It is a network embedding model that uses the neighbor enhancement autoencoder and the attribute-aware skip-gram model to capture the node attributes and structural
information of networks. We adopt one of its variants which uses the Weighted Average
Neighbor function to construct its target neighbors, abbreviated as ANRL-WAN.
The three dynamic network embedding baseline methods are:
• DTriad [58]: An embedding method for dynamic plain networks that applies the triad closure
process to model the formation and evolution of dynamic networks.
• DANE [31]: This is an embedding method for dynamic attributed networks that uses an
off-line Laplacian Eigenmaps-based model and the matrix perturbation theory to learn and
update node embeddings.
• CDAN1: This is a variation of our proposed CDAN that only considers the first order
perturbation.
The three attribute inference baseline methods are:
• SAN [13]: This is a joint link prediction and attribute inference algorithm based on link
features computed by Adamic-Adar and Low-Rank Approximation.
• EdgeExp [4]: This is an attribute inference algorithm that leverages a softmax function to
solve both user attributes and relationship types.
• BLA [56]: This is a probabilistic model that iteratively learns user links and attributes, and
leverages the data redundancy on each side as well as the mutual reinforcement between the
two.
We implemented all the baselines using the codes released by the corresponding authors. The
parameters of the baseline methods are tuned to be optimal. For example, in DeepWalk, we set the
window size as 10, the walk length as 80 and the walks per node as 10. For GraphSAGE, we use the
rectified linear units as the non-linearity and set the depth as 2 with neighborhood sample size
being 10. For ANRL, the number of layers and dimensions are set as the same values as that in [57].
We train our two models with 200 iterations by Adam [24] optimizer with the learning rate being
0.01. For our inference neural network, we use a 64-dimensional hidden layer and 32-dimensional
latent variables in all experiments. For fair comparisons, the dimension of embedding for all methods
is fixed to be 32. For our CDAN model, the dimension of perturbation feature Hp and the aggregation
function output Hm are set to be 64 and 32, respectively. The dimension of embedding for CDAN
and other embedding baselines are set to be 32 unless specifically stated. For дϕ 1 and дϕ 2 in the
encoder of CDAN, we used a two-layer MLP networks composed of the tanh non-linear mapping
functions with a 64-dimensional hidden layer. In our experiments, we found that the number of
samples, L, per edge and attribute association can be set to 1 as we take the full dataset as input in
each iterator [26]. We determine the statistically significant differences using the two-tailed paired
Student’s t-test at a 95% confidence interval (i.e. p < 0.05).
7

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This section reports our experimental results. We first address RQ1 by evaluating our CSAN model
on two graph mining tasks, i.e., link prediction and node classification (§7.1). Then, to answer
RQ2, we apply our CSAN model to address two additional tasks, i.e., attribute inference and user
profiling, which cannot be solved by existing attributed network embedding methods as we have
shown in the Introduction section (§7.2). After that, we visualize the DBLP_con network layout
by arranging both the node and attribute embeddings on 2-D space and analysis the result for
answering RQ3. For the evaluation of our CDAN model, we first address RQ4 by evaluating our
CDAN model on both the network reconstruction and network prediction tasks. Next, to answer
(RQ5), we apply our CDAN model on the dynamic expert profiling task, which cannot be addressed
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Table 3. Link prediction performances. The best and the second best performing runs per metric per dataset
are marked in boldface and underlined, respectively. For each dataset, the last raw shows the improvements
of CSAN over the best baseline algorithms, and the significant improvements over the best baseline algorithm
are marked by † (paired t-test, p < .05).
Method

Cora

Citeseer

Facebook

Pubmed

Flickr

BlogCatalog

AUC

AP

AUC

AP

AUC

AP

AUC

AP

AUC

AP

AUC

AP

AANE
GaphSAGE
ANRL-WAN
GAE
CSAN

.767
.795
.832
.914
.985†

.720
.763
.843
.926
.984†

.785
.802
.867
.908
.950†

.765
.791
.848
.920
.958†

.842
.854
.935
.980
.988†

.834
.846
.912
.979
.986†

.783
.840
.918
.944
.980†

.754
.829
.897
.947
.977†

.709
.732
.724
.828
.914†

.697
.728
.763
.827
.922†

.711
.723
.762
.821
.837†

.714
.702
.758
.821
.837†

Imporvement

7.77%

6.26%

4.63%

4.13%

0.82%

0.72%

3.81% 3.17% 10.39% 11.49% 1.95%

1.95%

by existing dynamic network embedding methods since they cannot capture affinities between
attributes and nodes. Finally, we visualize the variances of two-dimensional Gaussian embeddings
in our DBLP_key network to discuss the uncertainty of the learned embeddings (RQ6).
7.1

Link Prediction and Node Classification

Link prediction, which aims to predict if there exists an edge between two nodes, is a typical task
in networks analysis. Following those in [27, 28], to evaluate the performance of our model, we
randomly divide all edges into three sets, i.e., the training set (85%), the validating set (5%) and
the testing set (10%). For negative instances (no edge between two nodes), we randomly sample
an equal number of non-existing links. Both our CSAN and GAE [27] reconstruct both positive
and negative edges during training, so we can directly obtain the probability of a link by the inner
product of the embeddings between two nodes. For other baselines, we rank both positive and
negative instances according to the cosine similarity between two nodes. For evaluation purposes,
we employ area under the ROC curve (AUC) and average precision (AP) scores to evaluate the
performance of link prediction, which are commonly used in the related literature [27, 56]. Higher
values of AUC and AP indicate better performance.
Tab. 3 shows the link prediction performance of our CSAN model and the baselines on the six
attributed networks. From Tab. 3, we can observe the followings. First, our CSAN model consistently
performs better than any of the baseline models in this task. In Cora, Citeseer, Facebook and Pubmed
datasets, CSAN can even achieve higher than 95% AUC and AP scores, which indicates that our
inferred embeddings are able to predict the unobserved links with a high precision. This is mainly
because our CSAN model optimizes a loss function consisting of the reconstruction error of all the
edges. Second, our model obtains statistically significant improvements over the six datasets and
two metrics (up to 10.39% and 11.49% on AUC and AP metrics in Flickr network) according to the
paired t-test (p < .05), comparing with the second best model, namely the GAE model, which is
also a variational auto-encoder based method but without embedding the attributes. Therefore,
we can conclude that our co-embedding model is more effective than the models that learn only
nodes embeddings. Third, the improvements of our CSAN model on the sparser networks (i.e., the
Cora, Citesseer, Pubmed ) are more obvious, comparing the relatively denser networks (i.e., the
BlogCatalog and Facebook networks that have densities of 1.27% and 1.08%, respectively). This
result suggests that our model can gain more improvements in sparse networks.
Node classification is another classical task commonly used to evaluate the quality of the learned
node embeddings. Similar to previous studies [18, 57], we employ Micro-F1 and Macro-F1 as metrics
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Table 4. Node classification performance. The best and the second best performing runs per metric per
dataset are marked in boldface and underlined, respectively. In each dataset, significant improvements over
the comparative methods are marked with † (paired t-test, p < .05).

Method
AANE
GaphSAGE
ANRL-WAN
GAE
CSAN

Cora

Citeseer

Pubmed

Flickr

BlogCatalog

Ma_F1

Mi_F1

Ma_F1

Mi_F1

Ma_F1

Mi_F1

Ma_F1

Mi_F1

Ma_F1

Mi_F1

.715
.747
.774
.773
.822 †

.720
.763
.634
.788
.838†

.617
.594
.671
.582
.642

.671
.630
.713
.638
.720†

.779
.809
.846
.823
.829

.814
.817
.847
.828
.834

.596
.647
.673
.591
.692 †

.615
.652
.697
.655
.701†

.597
.626
.656
.622
.646

.617
.643
.679
.636
.653

to measure the performance of node classification. After the node representations are obtained, we
randomly sample 20% labelled nodes to train an SVM classifier and the rest are used for testing. We
repeat this process for 10 times, and report the average performances on both Macro-F1 (Ma_F1)
and Micro-F1 (Mi_F1). Tab. 4 shows the performance of our CSAN model and the used baselines on
five labelled attributed networks. Note that we did not take embedding methods for plain networks
as our baselines in the link prediction and node classification problems, as a large number of results
show that embedding networks by leveraging both the network structure and the associated node
attribute can achieve better performances in the majority of down-stream applications compared
to approaches that only consider the topological structure [15, 18, 27].
As shown in Tab. 4, our proposed CSAN model performs the best in the Cora and Flickr datasets,
and achieves the second best performance in other datasets, compared with the state-of-the-art
attributed network embedding baselines (i.e., AANE, GaphSAGE, ANRL-WAN and GAE models).
Meanwhile, when comparing with the GAE model, we observe consistent and statistically significant
improvements by the CSAN model (paired t-test, p<0.05) in node classification performance over
all five datasets, and our CSAN model can obtain a 6.34% and 6.35% absolute increase over Ma_F1
and Mi_F1 metrics in the Cora dataset. The results demonstrate that our CSAN model can learn
effective node representations of an attributed network for the node classification task. Note that
there is no method in our experiments that can achieve consistently better performance than all
the other methods over all the datasets in this task. Therefore, combining with the link prediction
result (§7.1)), we can conclude that our CSAN model is indeed more effective than other static
baseline models in link prediction and node classification tasks, which validates RQ1.
7.2

Attribute Inference and User Profiling

Attribute inference is a task that aims to predict the values of attributes of the nodes. Since using
only the node embeddings cannot decode the affinities between nodes and attributes, the four
baseline methods, i.e., AANE, GraphSAGE, ANRL-WAN and GAE, cannot be applied in this task.
Similar to the link prediction task, we randomly divide all attribute values into three sets, i.e., the
training set (85%), the validating set (5%) and the testing set (10%), where the the training set is used
for training, the validating set is used for tuning parameters and iterations and the performance
results are reported based on the testing set. We take other three state-of-the-art attribute inference
algorithms, i.e., SAN [13], EdgeExp [4] and BLA [56], as our baselines for performance comparison.
We employ the AUC and AP metrics to measure the attribute inference performance. Tab. 5 presents
the attribute inference performance of our CSAN model and the baseline models in the six attributed
networks. We can find that our CSAN model performs significantly better than all the baseline
methods in all our datasets. The BLA method can always achieve the second best performance in
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Table 5. Attribute inference performance. The best and the second best runs per metric per dataset are marked
in boldface and underlined, respectively. For each dataset, the last raw shows the improvements of CSAN
over the best baseline algorithms, and the significant improvements over the best baseline algorithm are
marked with † (paired t-test, p < .05).
Method

Cora

Citeseer

Facebook

Pubmed

Flickr

BlogCatalog

AUC

AP

AUC

AP

AUC

AP

AUC

AP

AUC

AP

AUC

AP

EdgeExp
SAN
BLA
CSAN

.682
.664
.808
.932†

.690
.672
.801
.916†

.707
.679
.854
.954†

.714
.675
.876
.939†

.671
.712
.868
.974†

.687
.723
.830
.971†

.586
.579
.622
.670†

.576
.572
.602
.652†

.678
.653
.730
.867†

.685
.660
.769
.865†

.684
.694
.787
.868†

.744
.710
.792
.867†

Improvement

15.35%

14.36%

11.71%

7.19%

12.21%

16.99%

7.72%

8.31%

18.77%

12.48%

10.29%

9.47%

this task. Moreover, the improvement between BLA and our CSAN model is always significant.
This performance improvement can be explained by the fact that our CSAN model optimizes a loss
function consisting of the reconstruction error of all the attributes.
It is worth noting that our CSAN model does not need any free parameters to trade the weights
between the topological structure and attributes. This highlights another important feature of
CSAN. It can achieve significant improvement in performances in both the link prediction and
attribute inference tasks (see Tab. 3 and Tab. 5), without task-specific fine-tuning. Another fact
validated by CSAN is that attribute inference can help to improve link prediction; that is, link
prediction accuracy is further improved by first inferring missing attributes [13]. In addition, our
CSAN as well as all the baseline methods show relatively poor performances on Pubmed dataset.
However, our CSAN model still can scores the best. The facts making the attribute inference task
in this dataset more challenging include: Pubmed has the largest node set but has a relatively small
size of attribute set, and the ratio between the positive instances and the negative instances of
nodes’ attributes is only about 0.02, resulting in an unbalanced classification problem.
The user profiling task, also known as the expertise profiling task, aims at generating k keywords
for profiling each user’s expertise [32]. In academic social networks, authors’ academic publications
were often used to learn how personal research interests evolved [10] over time. In this setting, the
authors’ publications indicate their expertise. In order to validate whether the correlation between
of users and conference can be reflected by the learned embeddings, we use the embeddings of
nodes and attributes to obtain the most relevant attributes for each node as their expertise. Note
that in this experiment some metrics for user profiling (e.g., NDCG and MRR) and baselines (e.g.,
DUWE) [32], are not included to the experiment for comparison and discussion, but they are
important measures for quantitatively evaluating the user profiling performance when the users
and their expertise have some already known relevance assessments. However, the relevance
scores or ground truth top-k keywords for our attributed networks are not available. One viable
direction for addressing this issue is to manually obtain relevance of the attributes to users by
crowdsourcing, which is expensive, hence we leave this evaluation for future work. In this paper,
we only evaluate our model in this task based on five renowned scholars. Specifically, we first
co-embed the DBLP_con academic social network into embeddings of authors and conferences.
Then, we calculate the cosine similarities between authors and conferences according to their
embeddings. Finally, we rank the conferences by the similarities to each author and return the top-4
conferences as the expertise for each author. Tab. 9 reports the profiling result for five renowned
scholars. Among the five scholars, three of them (Michael I. Jordan, Geoffrey E. Hinton and Yann
LeCun) are well-known experts in the field of machine learning and the other two (Robert Endre
Tarjan and Sanjeev Arora) are established researchers in the field of theoretical computer science.
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Table 6. User profiling for example experts.

Experts

Top-4 conferences

Michael I. Jordan
Geoffrey E. Hinton
Yann LeCun
Robert Endre Tarjan
Sanjeev Arora

NIPS, UAI, ICML, ICASSP
NIPS, ICML, ICCV, ICASSP
NIPS, ICCV, ICML, CVPR
FOCS, STOC, COLT, SODA
SODA, FOCS, ICALP, COLT

According to Tab. 9, the three machine learning experts are profiled by NIPS, ICML, UAI, etc., which
are the top-tier machine learning conferences and the other two experts are profiled by SODA,
PODC, STOC, etc., which are the top-tier theoretical computer science conferences. We note that
our model takes binary-valued attributes as input but we can still effectively retrieve top-4 relevant
conferences based on the embeddings of authors and conferences. Our results also reveal that
capturing affinities between nodes and attributes is essential for network embedding methods to
characterize the node attributes.
7.3

Network Visualization

To qualitatively evaluate the result embeddings of our CSAN model by network visualization,
we first obtain 2-dimensional Gaussian embeddings for authors and attributes of the DBLP_con
network. Then we plot the means and variances of the resulting embeddings into 2-dimensional
space. To be clear in the figure, we show the embeddings of only 200 authors who own the top 200
high H-index scores 5 in the dataset. The visualization result is shown in Fig. 4, from which we can
make the following observations:
(1) The representations of conferences show larger variances than those of authors in general.
This is because the inference model for nodes takes both the adjacency matrix and the
attribute matrix of nodes as input and uses the GCN [15, 28] to take the spectral convolutions
of graphs into account during the training process, which is informative to describe a node in
an attributed network. However, the inference model for attributes only takes the transposed
adjacency matrix as input, which has relatively sparser features than the input features of
nodes, resulting in larger variance and uncertainty in their representations.
(2) Similar conferences have representations which are displayed closely in the same region on
the 2-dimensional plane. Specifically, as seen in Fig. 4, SIGIR, AAAI, WSDM, WWW, NIPS,
ICML AND SIGKDD, which are conferences related to machine learning and its applications,
are all plotted at the top region of the plane, while SODA, FOCS, STOC and ICALP, which
are conferences of theoretical computer science, are all plotted at the bottom left region of
the plane. This result indicates that our CSAN model effectively captures the similarities
between attributes.
(3) From Fig. 4, we can observe that author ’Michael I. Jordan’ is quite close to the seven machine
learning conferences, and author ’Robert Endre Tarjan’ is quite close to the four theoretical
computer science conferences. It is well-known that ’Michael I. Jordan’ is an expert in machine
learning and ’Robert Endre Tarjan’ is an expert in theoretical computer science. Therefore
this result validates that our CSAN model can be used to effectively measure the affinities
between authors and conferences, addressing RQ3.
5 Please

refer to http://www.guide2research.com/scientists/.
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Fig. 4. 2-dimensional visualization of Gaussian embeddings of authors and conferences for DBLP_con dataset.
The red nodes are the top 200 high H-index authors and the blue nodes are the 172 conferences in our
DBLP_con dataset. The ellipsoids surrounding the nodes indicate variances in their embeddings. Some
ellipsoids of conferences are in darker blue as these conferences are quite close and overlapped.

7.4

Network Reconstruction and Prediction

Table 7. Network reconstruction performance. The best and second best performing run per metric per
dataset is marked in boldface and underlined, respectively. In each dataset, significant improvements over
the comparative methods are marked with † (paired t-test, p < .05).

Attribute

Link

Method
DW
GAE
DTriad
DANE
CDAN1
CDAN
SAN
BLA
CDAN1
CDAN

Flickr

BlogCatalog

DBLP_key

AUC

AP

AUC

AP

AUC

AP

.694
.828
.757
.795
.848
.895†
.653
.730
.828
.861†

.720
.827
.763
.790
.845
.909†
.660
.769
.787
.859†

.666
.815
.701
.739
.810
.857†
.694
.787
.816
.848†

.665
.811
.697
.741
.809
.845†
.710
.792
.819
.845†

.598
.754
.675
.710
.765
.801†
.679
.710
.809
.841†

.604
.731
.684
.712
.767
.809†
.671
.710
.801
.839†
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We evaluate the ability of node representations in reconstructing the original network including
links and attributes of the final time step T . We randomly select 10% of links and attribute associations as the positive testing set, and randomly sample an equal number of non-existing links
and associations as the negative testing set. Then, we rank both positive and negative instances
according to the cosine similarity between their embeddings. Since existing network embedding
methods that only learn node representations cannot reconstruct attributes of a DAN, we compare
our CDAN1 and CDAN models with other two attribute inference baselines, i.e., SAN and BLA.
We use the commonly used area under the ROC curve (AUC) and average precision (AP) metrics
for performance evaluation. As shown in Tab. 7, our CDAN model consistently performs better
than any of the baseline models. This result can be explained by the fact that our CDAN model
optimizes a loss function consisting of the reconstruction error of the links and attributes. We also
find that CDAN achieves a substantial gain over CDAN1, which validates the need for integrating
perturbation features from the nodes’ and attributes’ local neighborhoods and associations.
The network prediction task is similar to the network reconstruction task, with the only difference
being that it aims to use the embeddings of nodes and attributes at T −1 to predict links and attributes
at the next time step T . Tab. 8 presents the performance results of the compared methods. From
Tab. 8, we can observe that as expected, our CDAN model with the second order perturbation
performs better than all the other baselines in terms of the link prediction and attribute inference
tasks in all the three dynamic attributed networks, and the improvement over the best baseline is
statistically significant. In particular, we see that even when using only the first order perturbation
in our CDAN model (i.e., CDAN1), it is still able to outperform the other two models (i.e. SAN and
BLA) in the attribute inference task. It is worth mentioning that GAE obtains better performances
on both the ACU and AP metrics than other two dynamic embedding baselines (i.e., DTriad and
DANE), though it still underperform our CDAN in the link prediction task. Note that GAE model
is an generative extension of the graph convolutional neural network [28] to learn distributional
representation based on variational auto-encoders. This result suggests that the distributional
representation learned by variational auto-encoders is able to capture/encode more information
from the training instances. The temporal network prediction result indicates that our proposed
CDAN model is able to learn dynamic embeddings capturing the evolving trend from the observed
network perturbations to predict links and attributes for the future. The high performance of our
model in both the network reconstruction and network prediction tasks validates RQ4 that our
CSAN model can learn more effective representations for the dynamic attributed networks than
the state-of-the-art non-dynamic and dynamic embedding models.
7.5

A Case Study of Dynamic Expert Profiling

We also evaluate our CDAN model by a case study of the expert profiling task, which aims to
generate k keywords to describe the expertise of experts [32]. In academic social networks, the
authors’ publications are often used to learn how personal research interests evolve over time [10].
For the dynamic expert profiling task in our DBLP_key dataset, we use the keyterms of their
publication titles (attributes) to describe the authors’ expertise. Specifically, we first obtain the
embeddings of authors and keyterms, and then we return the top-3 keyterms for each author
according to the cosine similarities of embeddings between authors and keyterms. Tab. 9 reports
the profiling result for three well-known machine learning experts, i.e., Michael I. Jordan , Geoffrey
E. Hinton and Yann LeCun, over the years of 2008, 2012, and 2017.
From Tab. 9, we find that all of their expertise evolves over time, and our model can precisely
find relevant keyterms for the expertise of these three experts. For instance, in 2008 Yann LeCun
is profiled by ‘featur’, ‘energy-bas’ and ‘recognit’, as there are several energy-based and feature
learning models proposed by this author in that year, while in 2012 and 2017, the profiling evolved
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Table 8. Network prediction performance. The best and second best performing run per metric per dataset
is marked in boldface and underlined, respectively. In each dataset, significant improvements over the
comparative methods are marked with † (paired t-test, p < .05).
Flickr

Attribute

Link

Method
DW
VGAE
DTriad
DANE
CDAN1
CDAN
SAN
BLA
CDAN1
CDAN

BlogCatalog

DBLP_key

AUC

AP

AUC

AP

AUC

AP

.680
.818
.732
.775
.835
.884†
.647
.722
.796
.845†

.694
.816
.736
.778
.830
.897†
.652
.759
.778
.844†

.650
.806
.685
.709
.797
.835†
.691
.779
.790
.833†

.657
.809
.674
.711
.801
.836†
.694
.782
.796
.832†

.581
.708
.664
.700
.738
.790†
.657
.700
.766
.825†

.598
.711
.670
.702
.727
.793†
.658
.703
.769
.826†

Table 9. Experts profiling over years in DBLP_key network.
Experts
Michael I. Jordan

Geoffrey E. Hinton

Yann LeCun

2008

2012

2017

probabilist
inferenc
process
handwritten
boltzmann
brain
featur
energy-bas
recognit

bayesian
sampl
process
dropout
imag
boltzmann
acceler
convolut
featur

variat
mixtur
inferenc
attend
imag
learn
convolut
featur
neural

into ‘convolut’ and ‘neural’ since some of his works on convolutional neural network were published
in the later years. Meanwhile, we can observe that the keyword ‘featur’ always keeps in the top3 over the three years, which also can be validated by the fact that Yann LeCun always have
published paper about the topic of ‘feature extraction’. For the other two experts, similar results can
be observed by comparing the top-3 keywords with their published papers. The result validates RQ5
that our CDAN model can effectively capture the dynamic affinities between nodes and attributes.
7.6

Visualizing the Uncertainty

To show the uncertainty captured by our dynamic embedding model, we visualize the variances of
two-dimensional Gaussian embeddings in our DBLP_key network, in Fig. 5 by ellipsoids for five
attributes (i.e., ‘bayesian’, ‘variat’, ‘auto-encod’, ‘adversari’ and ‘wasserstein’) over years. We can
observe that the embeddings of ‘bayesian’ show lower variances than other attributes in all the
14 years, while ‘wasserstein’ shows the largest variances. Note that our model represents nodes
and attributes of a dynamic attributed network by Gaussian distributions, where the mean vectors
indicate the position of the nodes on the embedding space and the variances reflect the uncertainty
of these vectors. This result can be explained by the fact that ‘bayesian’ has been consistently
attracting enduring attention in all the 14 years while the publications with the ‘wasserstein’
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wasserstein adversari auto-encod variat

bayesian

keyword only appear in the recent five years of our dataset. As a consequence, the representation
of ‘wasserstein’ is more uncertain than that of ‘bayesian’. The variances of embeddings for the
other three attributes experience a certain decrease as the year increases, which also coincides with
the popularity of the three keywords. In deed, this result also can be validated according to the
analytical forms of the KL-divergence
(between Gaussian
posteriors and Normal

terms
  Gaussian

2
2
2
2
2
1 ÍJ
priors) in our loss, i.e., 2 j=1 1 + log σ j
− µ j − σ j , where the term log σ j
− σj
is a concave function (its maximum value can be obtained when σ j = 1). Since all the variances are
constrained to be less than or equal to 1 by our nonlinearity function of the inference network, if
we keep all the other parameters fixed and optimize the KL loss w.r.t the variance σ j 6 , the received
more updates by the training instances for minimizing the KL loss will lead to the reduction of
the variances. Lower variances can make the position of nodes and attributes in the embedding
space to be more certain, which means we can gain more confidence for the downstream learning
tasks by using the embedding with lower variances. This result validates that our CDAN model
effectively captures the dynamic uncertainty about the learned representation (RQ6).

1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
2004

2006

2008

2010

2012

2014

2016

2018

Fig. 5. Variances of Gaussian embeddings evolving over years for five attributes in DBLP_key network
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CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have studied the problem of learning representations for static and dynamic
attributed networks. Specifically, we have proposed a novel co-embedding algorithm, called CSAN,
to deal with static attributed networks, and then extended it with our proposed CDAN model to
deal with the dynamic attributed networks. The proposed CSAN model learns the low-dimensional
representations of both nodes and attributes in the same semantic space, such that the affinities
between the nodes and attributes of the networks can be effectively measured. To learn high-quality
6 Note

that only the KL terms of the loss function contain the variance parameters.
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embeddings of both nodes and attributes in attributed networks, we have proposed a variational
auto-encoder algorithm, which consists of an inference model for encoding the features of nodes
and attributes into Gaussian distributions and a generative model for reconstructing both real
and binary weighted edges and attributes. Through our customized dynamic VAE model, we also
presented a novel dynamic attributed networks embedding model that learns low-dimensional
Gaussian embeddings for both nodes and attributes over time such that the evolving patterns as
well as the affinities between nodes and attributes can be captured. Our two models represent a
network by Gaussian distributions of nodes and attributes, which innately represent the uncertainty
property of the embeddings for the network.
In our experiments, we have evaluated the performances of CSAN and CDAN in comparison with
effective baseline algorithms on ten static/dynamic attributed networks. The experimental results
demonstrated that our CSAN model is able to learn informative and high-quality representations
of both nodes and attributes and significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art methods on several
application tasks. Visualization on the DBLP data showed that our CSAN model effectively maps
nodes and attributes into a unified semantic space, where the affinities between authors and
conferences can be preserved. Experimental results on dynamic social networks demonstrated that
our CDAN model achieves substantial gains in four applications compared to several state-of-the-art
techniques, and is able to capture the dynamic uncertainty.
As to the future work, we aim to extend our models to heterogeneous networks. How to effectively
deploy the proposed dynamic embedding to dynamic networks with variable node and attribute
sizes is also a key next-step in our investigation.
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